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Well-established shops with over

of history

“History of Nishijin-ori Textiles”
Kimono produced by Tatsumura Textile

いけばなの根源
Origin of IKEBANA

Ikebana is one of the representative aspects of traditional Japanese culture, and ikebana
began with Ikenobo.
Rokkakudo Temple is said to have been founded by Prince Shotoku about 1400 years ago.
Priests who made floral offerings at the Buddhist altar of this temple lived near a pond (the
Japanese word “ike”), in a small hut (called “bo”). For this reason people began to call the
priests by the name “Ikenobo.”
In 1462, the name Senkei Ikenobo first appeared in historic records as a “master of flower
arranging.” Senno Ikenobo, who was active in the late Muromachi period (mid-16th century),
established the philosophy of ikebana, completing a
compilation of Ikenobo teachings called “Senno
Kuden.”
Senno Ikenobo taught, “Not only beautiful
flowers but also buds and withered flowers have life,
and each has its own beauty. By arranging flowers
with reverence, one refines oneself.”
Arranging flowers and finding beauty in flowers –
these are linked to a heart that values nature and
cares for other people. This is the spirit of Ikenobo
Ikebana.

2019 Ikenobo Autumn Tanabata Exhibition
Ikenobo’s largest ikebana exhibition, with origins in the Tanabata Gathering held at the
Imperial Court during the early Edo period (17th century), is scheduled to be held as follows:

Nov. 13 (Wed) – 18 (Mon) at Takashiyama Kyoto Dept. Store
Open 10:00–19:30 (Closes at 20:00) (Until 17:30 on Nov. 14, 16 and 18, closes at 18:00)

Nov. 15 (Fri) – 18 (Mon) at Ikenobo Headquarters
Open 9:00–16:30 (closes at 17:00)
Combination ticket for both exhibitions: ¥900 (incl. tax)
Free entry for high school students and under, and for people wearing kimonos

一般財団法人池坊華道会
Ikenobo Society of Floral Art

TEL075-231-4922

http://www.ikenobo.jp//event/katen_2020/tanabata02.html
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MAP ❶

京都市中京区六角通東洞院西入堂之前町248池坊会館
Ikenobo-kaikan, 248 Donomae-cho, Higashinotoin nishi-iru,
Rokkaku-dori, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

Website

Google MAP
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絢爛豪華な西陣織 Nishijin-ori
西陣織の歴史 History of Nishijin-ori
西陣織の京みやげ Nishijin-ori Kyoto Gifts
京都の老舗 Well-established Kyoto shops with over 100 years of history
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【GIFTS】

SINCE 1894 [ARTISTIC TEXTILES] 龍村美術織物 Tatsumura Textile
SINCE 1915 [TRADITIONAL JAPANESE SHIBORI TIE-DYE ITEMS] 片山文三郎商店 Katayama Bunzaburo Shoten
CIRCA 1830-1843 [KYOTO FOLDING FANS] 大西京扇堂 Onishi Kyosendo
SINCE 1887 [JAPANESE AND KYOTO CANDLES] 中村ローソク Nakamura Rousoku
SINCE 1912 [STAMP SHOP] 京都インバン Kyoto Inban
CIRCA 1688-1704 [UJICHA JAPANESE TEA] 丸久小山園 Marukyu Koyamaen
SINCE 1874 [SWEET CHESTNUTS] 林万昌堂 Hayashi Manshodo
CIRCA 1558-1569 [JAPANESE TEA] 上林春松本店 Kanbayashi Shunsho Honten
SINCE Edo period [JAPANESE WHEAT FLOUR CRACKERS] 田丸弥 Tamaruya

【RESTAURANTS】

SINCE 1781 [KYOTO SUSHI] いづう Izuu
SINCE 1869 [SUKIYAKI, SHABU-SHABU AND STEAK] モリタ屋 Moritaya
SINCE 1722 [YUSOKU IMPERIAL COURT CUISINE AND TAKEKAGO BENTO BOXES] 萬亀楼 Mankamerou
SINCE the 1400s [DAITOKUJI BUDDHIST CUISINE AND DAITOKUJI NATTO] 大徳寺一久 Daitokuji Ikkyu
SINCE 1615 [KYOTO CUISINE] 京料理 玉家 Tamaya

【MUSEUMS AND GALLERIES】

宇治・上林記念館 Uji Kanbayashi Kinenkan Memorial Hall
龍谷ミュージアム Ryukoku Museum
竹内美術店 Takeuchi Fine Art
16 Museums and Galleries you must visit in Kyoto!

【EXPERIENCES】

Kyoto Experiences: Want to experience Kyotoʼs amazing traditional arts & crafts? / Masahiro Tantoujou Sword Forge
[ KUMIHIMO WITH JEWELRY] 水と油 mizu+abura
Kyoto Lacquer Art Workshop Heiando / Ochanokosaisai / Marukyu Koyamaen
Kimono Art Workshop Kyo-ya / Yumemiruyume / Kyoto Inban
Traditional Crafts Experience AKANEYA / Daiki Suisan Sushi SEMINAR /
Shichijyo-kansyundo Wagashi Taiken Kyoshitsu / Shichijyo-kansyundo Higashi Taiken Kyoshitsu
Design Pocket / Kyoshoan / Kodai-ji Zen Temple
World Cultural Heritage Sites and Popular Tourist Spots
関西ツーリストインフォメーションセンター京都 Kansai Tourist Information Center Kyoto
Event Calendar Festivals and Cultural Events / Best Times and Places for Cherry Blossom and Autumn Leaves Viewing
Central Kyoto Area and Arashiyama Area Map
Kyoto Guide Map
Foreign Friendly Taxi / Kyoto City Industry and Tourism Bureau Tourism and MICE Promotion Oﬃce
漆芸舎 平安堂 Kyoto Lacquer Art Workshop Heiando
かちょうもんきんからかにしき
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Nishijin-ori
Nishijin-ori woven textiles produced in Kyoto are luxury fabrics that Japan
presents with pride to the world. These gorgeous and lavish patterned
textiles were used in clothes for court nobles a nd samurai warriors,
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西陣織
costumes for Noh plays, and costumes for expensive ornamental dolls, and
also became popular among the common people with Nishijin-ori obi sashes,
kimonos and small accessories, and are still beloved to this day.

Photos provided by Tatsumura Textile
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History of
Nishijin-ori
西陣織の歴史
The techniques of silk woven goods were introduced to
Japan from the continent between the 4th and 5th
centuries, and developed with Kyoto at the center.
Nishijin-ori is the general name given to patterned textiles
made in the Nishijin area of Kyoto, located northwest of
Kyoto Imperial Palace. The name “Nishijin” (“nishi”
means west, and “jin” means territory) comes from the
district being established as a camp on the west side of
Kyoto by a military commander during the war of the
middle ages.
At that time, Kyoto craftsmen had evacuated to Sakai
city in Osaka Prefecture, which was prospering with trade
and a variety of textiles were transported there from the
continent. Their spirit of inquiry and creative urge were
excited by coming into contact with such rare and
precious fabrics. The techniques they learned there were
put to good use when they returned to work in Kyoto. In
the 16th century, Nishijin, which produced excellent
textiles, was designated as a textile production area to
directly serve the shogun. Craftsmen during the Meiji
period also visited France and learned the techniques of
the Jacquard loom, and with an eye to the world, they have
continued to improve their skills and the beauty of their
products for over 550 years.
With Nishijin-ori textiles, the threads are dyed first and
a special loom is used. There are twelve varieties, all
classified as Traditional Crafts of Japan, including
“Tsuzure” (woven with the fingernails), “Tatenishiki”
(warp-patterned), “Yokonishiki” (weft-patterned) and
“Donsu” (damask). While the Nishijin-ori fabrics that
make full use of these techniques produce admirable
luxury items, they are also familiar to a wide range of
people in casual goods such as bags and small accessories.
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Nishijin-ori
Kyoto Gifts
西陣織の京みやげ

⬆Table runners, from
left: ¥20,000; ¥14,000;
¥20,000; ¥5,000.

You can purchase Nishijin-ori products like high quality kimonos and obi sashes, as well as casual
small articles like bags, tapestries and wallets at specialist shops or department stores anywhere in
the city. They come in a wide variety and make great gifts. Gorgeous Nishijin-ori can also be seen
in doll shops. Hina dolls, displayed for the Dolls’ Day Festival on March 3, wear costumes made of
Nishijin-ori fabrics.

⬆Bags, from back row left: tea ceremony bag, ¥60,000; tote bag, ¥38,000; tote
bag (small), ¥30,000; front row middle: mini bag, ¥13,000.

⬆Tea ceremony utensils, from left: kobukusa cloth, ¥3,000; cha-sensu-ire case for
tea ceremony folding fan, ¥2,500; dashi-fukusa cloth, ¥7,000; yoji-ire sweets pick
case, ¥1,500; sukiya-bukuro pouch, ¥9,000; kaishi-ire paper container, ¥6,000.

⬆Framed artistic textiles, from left: Gion Festival, ¥50,000; Tenjiku Hakubamon
(Tianzhu white horse), ¥300,000; Aka Fuji (red Mt. Fuji), ¥50,000.

⬆“Tatsumura Textile Emperor and Empress” hina dolls made by the third generation
Keiho Ando of the Kyoto Ando Doll Shop, founded in 1903. You can custom order
dolls of various sizes according to your preference. http://www.ando-doll.com

Photos provided by Tatsumura Textile and Kyoto Ando Doll Shop (Dolls made by Keiho Ando)
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Well-established Kyoto shops
with over 100 years
of history
When Emperor Kanmu, the 50th emperor of Japan, had the Imperial Palace built in
what is now the central area of Kyoto city in 794, it ushered in a resplendent age of nobility known as the Heian period. The residence of the emperor, who was the symbol of
Japan and its people, was called “Kyoto Gosho” (Kyoto Imperial Palace), and for over
1,000 years, successive emperors, starting from the transfer of the capital to Kyoto until
1869, have made it their home.
The fact that court nobles, who served the emperor and the Imperial Palace, lived in
Kyoto for such a long time had a major impression on the development of Kyoto’s culture.
The very best in all areas of culture from craft works to cuisine were made in Kyoto. Even
as the times changed and the capital was transferred elsewhere, Kyoto’s high creativity remained unchanged, with the popularity of the tea ceremony, which originated in Kyoto,
refining the world of practical arts even more. Furthermore, in the Meiji period (18681912), in order to replace the sense of loss the people of Kyoto felt after losing the capital
to Tokyo, both the government and the people worked together to invigorate the city. In
this era, many businesses were established with modernization in mind, and many of the
famous shops now known as “shinise”, or businesses with over 100 years of history, had
their start then.
“THE KYOTO PREMIUM SELECTION” aims to introduce businesses born from such
a historical background, along with their greatest products, all of which have spent over
100 years in business. Once you visit them, you will immediately realize the reason for
their longevity. Each shop has products that continue to preserve traditions or new products that have adapted to the times. Many of these products are precious and can only to
be found in Kyoto.
Kyoto is one of the world’s most popular sightseeing cities and Kyoto Prefecture has
roughly 1,500 businesses operating for over 100 years. Please enjoy your trip to Kyoto, as
well as shopping at these old and established stores.
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Photos provided by Mankamerou

龍村美術織物

Tatsumura Textile

美術織物

Artistic
textiles

老舗

SINCE

1894

Its textiles are recognized as among the greatest both
in Japan and abroad. The gallery shop also sells small
accessories as souvenirs.
Throughout the ages, high levels of skills have been invested in
Japanese kimonos and obi sashes, producing countless masterpieces
that are worthy of appreciation. Tatsumura Textile has been renowned
as one such maker since the Meiji period. In 1894, Heizo Tatsumura
the First established the business in Kyoto’s Nishijin area, the center of
textile production. He distinguished himself from an early age with
his natural talent, undertaking the restoration of ancient decorative
patterns stored in Nara’s Shosoin Repository, among other things. He
honed his skills day by day to become a driving force behind the
culture of Japanese textiles.
Tatsumura’s textiles depict the splendid world of Nishijin-ori
fabrics, skillfully incorporating foreign cultures introduced by the Silk
Road trade routes, and have been selected as gifts for state guests. In
recent years, it has also collaborated with a luxury fashion brand
which showed an interest in materials. Thus, it is meeting the needs of
the world.
The gallery shop was renovated and reopened in April 2019. It
exhibits gorgeous and luxurious obi sashes, making you feel as if you
are visiting a refined private art museum. The contents on display
change depending on the season, but to see the finest obi sashes with
your own eyes will surely be a special experience. One corner of the
shop sells small accessories including bags, table runners and business
card holders. The table runners come in a variety of sizes. They can be
a souvenir of your trip to Japan, and can also be framed and enjoyed
as a piece of interior decoration.

⬆Chinese or English-speaking staff members can carefully explain the products
in the gallery shop. While there is also a Tokyo shop, the Kyoto shop is tax-free.

⬆Obi sashes, from left: Kaen Nishiki; center top: Manreki Shokkou Nishiki; center
bottom: Jushou Ouchou Nishiki; right: Souka Youei Nishiki.

⬆All the patterns have a background steeped in culture. Please ask the staff
about their histories. Accessories, from left: bifold wallet, ¥9,000; coin purse
¥5,000; long wallet, ¥9,000; coin purse ¥5,500; table runner, ¥20,000.

⬇Heizo Tatsumura the First, familiar with
culture and fine arts from childhood, created
the finest textiles using his rich knowledge
and insatiable inquiring mind.

Tatsumura Textile
関西店：京都市右京区西院平町25 ライフプラザ西大路四条2階
Kyoto Shop: 2F, Life Plaza Nishioji-Shijo,
25 Saiin Hiramachi, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
TEL: 075-325-5580
OPEN: 9:00 to 17:30
Closed on Sat., Sun. & national holidays
Access: 15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
関東店：東京都中央区京橋2丁目8番1号 八重洲中央ビル5階
Tokyo Shop: 5F, 2-8-1 Kyobashi, Chuo-ku, Tokyo
TEL: 03-3562-1212
OPEN: 9:00 to 17:30
Closed on Sat., Sun. & national holidays

MAP ❷

Google MAP

Google MAP

URL: https://www.tatsumuraarttextiles.com/index.html
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片山文三郎商店

伝統絞り染め専門店

Traditional Japanese

shibori tie-dye items
Katayama
Bunzaburo Shoten

老舗

SINCE

1915

A shop specializing in traditional Shibori tie-dye for
more than 100 years.
Katayama Bunzaburo Shoten is a Shibori tie-dye specialty shop that
has been in business in Kyoto since the Taisho period (1912-1926). It
had its start when Bunzaburo Katayama established a top-quality
Shibori tie-dye kimono manufacturing shop in 1915, specializing in
Kyoto’s own “Kyo Kanoko Shibori” (Kyoto-style fawn pattern tie-dye).
The Shibori kimonos produced by Bunzaburo had few patterns, and
in those days were extremely simple and fashionable. The styles were
ahead of the times and Katayama Bunzaburo Shoten grew from there
to become known as a specialist for Shibori tie-dye.
“Kyo Kanoko Shibori” is the general term in Kyoto for the Hitta
Shibori technique that creates a pattern similar to the spots on a fawn’s
back. Made by binding parts of the fabric with threads to resist the dye,
what is most important is achieving the pattern by concentrating on how
much of the cloth is left undyed. This skillful method, all done by hand,
continues to be passed down through generations by Kyoto craftspeople.
In 1991, Katayama Bunzaburo Shoten created “Aimu”, a glass plate
which had a soft Japanese indigo-dyed piece of hemp fabric sandwiched
in the middle. It won the highest award in the MADE IN KYOTO Best
Design Exhibition and became the impetus to branch out into new
fields. After becoming the third generation owner, Kazuo Katayama
carried on making traditional Shibori kimonos, and his strong wish to
present the unlimited possibilities of Shibori tie-dye to modern daily life
meant positively encouraging the development of innovative products
like interior goods and Western clothes. Aside from Shibori kimonos,
the shop handles a variety of products such as Western clothes, scarves,
accessories, hats, bags, parasols, noren (Japanese shop curtains), and
Shibori lanterns. These products, with their unique and bold forms
embracing the irregular textures of Shibori, appeared in the catalog of
New York’s Museum of Modern Art in 2005, and since then have
continued to transmit their appeal around the world.

⬆Many gorgeous and unique fashion items and interior goods are inside, full of the
world of Katayama Bunzaburo Shoten, where tradition meets modern times.
⬇The brightly colored noren shop curtain in the
doorway of the old Kyo-machiya townhouse
built in the early Showa period welcomes visitors
to the shop.

⬆Before the dyeing process, threads are bound tightly around parts of the
fabric. As these threads resemble shellfish, this became known as “Bai Shibori”, named after a type of shellfish called “bai”. Shibori tie-dyed scarves, from
¥3,000 (excl. tax). A large variety of brightly colored scarves is available.

⬆The bags in the above photo are available in a variety of colors. Lightweight and
cute, they are a convenient size for smartphones or purses.

京都本店：京都市中京区蛸薬師通烏丸西入ル橋弁慶町221
Kyoto Main Shop: 221 Hashibenkeicho, Takoyakushidori, Karasuma nishi-iru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
TEL: +81 (0)75-221-2666 OPEN: 10:00 to 18:30
(10:00 to 18:00 on Sat., Sun. & national holidays) No regular
holidays (Closed during the New Year holidays with special
holidays during the summer. Please inquire for details.)
Access: 10 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
銀座店：東京都中央区銀座6-7-8 銀座フロンティアビル2階
Ginza Shop: 2F Ginza Frontier Bld, 6-7-8 Ginza,
Chuo-ku, Tokyo
TEL: +81 (0)3-3573-3135 OPEN: 11:00 to 19:30
(Closed Mon. and during the New Year holidays
with special holidays during the summer. Please
inquire for details.)
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URL: http://bunzaburo.com/en/

MAP ❸

Google MAP

Google MAP

大西京扇堂

Onishi Kyosendo

京扇子

Kyoto
folding fans

老舗
18301843

CIRCA

Presenting with pride to the world, Kyo-Sensu, or
Kyoto folding fans, created from 1,200 years of history.

Folding fans are considered to have originated over 1,200 years ago
in Japan with “hi-ogi” fans which were made by stacking and binding
thin slats of hinoki (Japanese cypress) wood. Fans made with bamboo
and paper called “kawahori-ogi” (named after its resemblance to bat
wings) were invented during the Heian period (794–1185), and this is
said to be the basic model for the folding fan of today. By the 13th
century, folding fans spread to Europe where they beautifully colored
the courtiers of the French Bourbon dynasty. Through numerous eras
to present-day Japan, there are now folding fans for a variety of uses,
such as for the imperial court, noh and kyogen theater, traditional
Japanese dance, sado (tea ceremony), kodo (incense ceremony) and
everyday use.
Onishi Kyosendo was first established in the Edo period (16031868) as Yamatoya by Yamatoya Shobei. Besides providing many fans
for temples as a purveyor to head temples of Buddhist sects including
Chion-in Temple and Nanzenji Temple, it also began handling fans
for daily use such as for dance and the tea ceremony, because of the
amount of visitors coming to Kyoto, which was the end of the Tokaido
road, an important route which connected Kyoto to Edo (Tokyo).
Kyo-Sensu only refers to folding fans where everything from fan
surfaces and ribs to the finishing process has been produced domestically, mainly in areas like Kyoto or Shiga prefecture. There are roughly
88 steps involved with making one Kyo-Sensu; a fan of high quality
and beauty is created from each step being performed by a specialist
craftsman. Onishi Kyosendo takes advantage of its experience of
many generations of fan-making, and is dedicated not only to the
designs, but also to the shape of the fan when it is closed, and to how
it feels in your hand. In recent years, it is not just a handy tool to stave
off the summer heat, there is demand across the world as an interior
accessory for rooms. Please come and pick up an exceptional folding
fan and feel the expert skills shining through for yourself.

⬆“Miyabi-rakufu-sen Sakura” folding fans, decorated with a cherry blossom
design, ¥11,000 (excl. tax), are popular as souvenirs. The red colored fan is for
women, while the dark blue is for men.

⬅The “nakazuke”
part of the fan
making process,
preparing to insert
the ribs into the
fan.

⬆From the 1940s, a depiction of the fan making finishing process. From left to right:
① Air is blown to widen the holes to ease insertion of the ribs.
② Glue is applied to the fan and hit with a hinoki wood stick to remove air from inside,
and then firmly creased.
③ The side guards are trimmed and lengths adjusted.
④ The fan ribs are heated and bent.
On the far right is the owner from two generations ago, and second from the right is the
previous generation’s owner.

⬆Fans range from ¥1,000 to expensive luxury items of ¥100,000. Kyo-Sensu
fans are one of the 74 designated traditional industrial crafts of Kyoto city.

大西京扇堂
Onishi Kyosendo
京都市中京区三条通寺町東入ル石橋町18
18 Ishibashi-cho, Sanjo-dori, Teramachi-higashi-iru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

MAP ❹

TEL: 075-221-0334 OPEN: 10:00 to 21:00 (Closed Thu.)
Access: 20 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
@onishikyosendo
URL: http://www.onishi-kyosendo.jp

Google MAP
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中村ローソク

和・京蝋燭

Japanese and

Nakamura Rousoku Kyoto candles

老舗

SINCE

1887

Japanese candles that combine traditional techniques
and beauty.
Nakamura Rousoku, founded as Nakamura Shoten in 1887, has
been making Wa-Rousoku (traditional Japanese candles) for 132
years. Although Western candles have become considerably popular, Wa-Rousoku have many charms that Western candles do not.
The biggest difference is in the raw materials. While Western
candles are made with paraffin from oil, Wa-Rousoku are made with
pure vegetable-based wax such as from the fruit of the Haze tree. As
well as being friendly to the environment, they create less soot and
drip. The small amount of soot also has the merit of rooms being
less likely to get stained. Second is the distinctive way they burn. The
hollow inside allows air to flow, creating a large and slow-moving
flame and a mysterious, elegant atmosphere. The flame also sways in
places with no wind, and does not blow out easily. It has been said
that this swaying movement includes the “1/f fluctuation”, which is a
frequency said to be found in human heartbeats, the motion of
trains, the noise of a brook and in healing music, that makes people
feel comfortable. Because of this, looking at the light of a Japanese
candle can relax the spirit. The final difference is the color of the
light. The light of Wa-Rousoku made from vegetable-based ingredients is a subdued orange in comparison to Western candles. This is
due to the melting point of vegetable-based wax being lower than
oil-based wax, and thus looks gentler and warmer to the eye.
Electricity has meant less demand for candles these days, but by
keeping the traditional methods of manufacture, Nakamura
Rousoku continues to pass on their appeal by producing new
Wa-Rousoku like scented candles and products that can be used as
interior decorations.

⬆In the Edo period, these painted candles were traditionally placed on Buddhist
altars instead of flowers, but they are popular nowadays as interior goods and souvenirs inside and outside Japan. Impressive Japanese candles with hand-painted
“Fujin Raijin-zu” (Wind God and Thunder God Screens) artwork by a Kyoto artist. 1
candle, ¥59,000. (Height: 25cm. Includes stand and comes in a paulownia box.)
*All prices exclude tax.

⬆“Kyoto’s Four Seasons”, a set of 5 painted candles, is
a popular gift. ¥3,200. *Length 7.5cm, comes in a paulownia box.

⬅For some reason, you can keep
on looking at the swaying flame that
moves even when there is no wind.

京都 伏見

中村ローソク Nakamura Rousoku
京都府京都市伏見区竹田三ッ杭町57-8
57-8 Takeda Mitsukui-cho, Fushimi-ku, Kyoto
TEL: 075-641-9381
OPEN: 9:00 to 17:30 (Closed Sun. & National
holidays, 2nd and 4th Sat.)
Access: 15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
*Candle painting workshops are available.
URL: http://www.kyorousoku.jp/english/
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⬆Wicks, made of Japanese paper rolled up and wrapped with the pith of rushes,
are placed in a wooden mold in which wax is poured. Then, an overcoat of wax is
shaped onto each candle with bare hands. No effort is spared for each step, as
each candle is made one by one, handmade by a method that has gone unchanged since the shop’s founding.

MAP ❺

Google MAP

老舗

京都インバン

Kyoto Inban

SINCE

印章店

Stamp shop

1912

A specialist shop for hanko (stamps) carefully made by a
craftsman. Original stamps finished in twenty minutes
are popular gifts.
Kyoto Inban is conveniently located a short walk from the city’s
central Shijo Karasuma area, and since 1912, it has been making
“hanko”, the seals or stamps that are an integral part of everyday
Japanese life. There are stamps you can buy here are called “Kyoinsho”, or Kyoto stamps, which are designated by Kyoto Prefecture as
a traditional craft. The stamps made by a highly-skilled Kyoto craftsman are finished by hand. They are durable and the stamp face where
the letters are engraved is strikingly beautiful. There is a wide range of
materials including black buffalo horn (kuro suigyu), Dutch Buffalo
horn (oranda suigyu) and boxwood (hon-tsuge), and you can choose
one to your liking. It takes about a day to finish, so if you order one at
the start of your stay in Kyoto, you can pick it up without a hitch.
Inside the shop, there are many hanko on display that make great
casual gifts. The “Koyuidana” series has twenty-four variations, and is
especially popular with foreign visitors. A traditional Japanese pattern
along with an associated kanji character is cut into the side of the
hanko. Many tourists make original stamps that can be ready in
twenty minutes. The most requested option is having their name, or
the name of the person they are giving it to as a gift, translated into
kanji characters. The shop’s staff members have a deep knowledge of
kanji meanings, so they can recommend characters to you. An experience workshop for stamp making is available on the second floor, so
please try your hand as a souvenir of your trip.

⬆Hand-finished Kyo-insho stamps with beautifully-shaped characters. The
above stamps use materials made from the horns of black buffalo, Dutch Buffalo
and pure white Dutch Buffalo. Black buffalo 15mm Jitsu-in stamp, ¥26,800;
Dutch Buffalo 15mm Jitsu-in stamp ¥35,800. *All prices include tax.

⬆Left: Koyuidana series stamps, ¥3,780 each. Each stamp has its own meaning. The check pattern with 雅 (miyabi) means graceful and elegant, while the
cloud pattern with 風 (kaze) represents the ability to take action. Choose your
favorite design and have your name engraved to create a unique gift.
Right: Oshare Hanko stylish stamps: Machine-made, ¥3,960; Hand-finished,
¥5,060.

京都インバン 京都本店
⬆In the past, Kyoto was home to many stamp specialty shops, and craftsmen would devote their time to learning skills every day.

⬆The stamp is finished by hand. The difference between this and machinemade products are as clear as day. One by one, the skilled craftsman finishes
each stamp with the greatest care.

Kyoto Inban Kyoto Main Shop

京都市中京区新町通四条上ル小結棚町443番地
443 Komusubidana-cho, Shinmachi-dori,
Shijo-agaru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
TEL: 075-221-5601 (Japanese only)
OPEN: Mon–Fri 9:00 to 18:00, Sat 9:00 to 16:00
Closed 2nd & 4th Sat, Sun and national holidays
Workshop closed Sat, Sun and national holidays
Access: 10 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi; 5 min.
walk from Shijo Station, Subway Karasuma Line; 4
min. walk from Karasuma Station, Hankyu Kyoto Line.

MAP ❻

Google MAP

京都インバン 京都桂川店（イオンモール京都桂川3階）
Kyoto Inban Kyoto Katsuragawa Shop
(3F Aeon Mall Kyoto Katsuragawa)
JR桂川駅直結 Connected to JR Katsuragawa Station
OPEN: 10:00 to 22:00

MAP ❼

URL: https://www.kyotoinban.com

Google MAP

⬅Conveniently located for a
casual visit during your trip. The
second-floor workshop requires
a reservation.
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丸久小山園

Marukyu
Koyamaen

老舗
16881704

CIRCA

宇治茶

Ujicha Japanese tea

A long-established, award-winning Uji tea shop that puts
quality first for its tea making.
Marukyu Koyamaen had its start in the Genroku era (1688–1704)
when Kyujiro Koyama began cultivating and producing tea in
Ogura, Uji. Through generations since, it has endeavored to improve the traditions and quality of Uji tea. With “Making teas with
quality as the highest priority” as its motto, Marukyu Koyamaen
has achieved a consistent standard of high quality from cultivation
to production. Its original teas have won many awards, including
first prize at the National Tea Competition twenty-one times. The
current 11th generation owner is a tea blender (appraiser) who has
twice won the National Tea Inspection Skills Competition.
Marukyu Koyamen is a renowned Uji tea shop that has become
famous nationwide. While it has taken the initiative of introducing
the latest technology and machinery in order to improve quality, it
has also preserved its traditional methods to make the finest of teas,
and spares no effort to carefully finish the process by hand and delicate attention. Recently, it has developed and produced original
products, such as its patented low caffeine teas and Matcha made
from cold water. At the Nishinotoin Shop’s Motoan Tea House, an
excellent space located in a renovated machiya townhouse, you can
enjoy freshly ground Matcha tea, seasonal Japanese sweets or Uji
Matcha ice cream. In addition, there is a range of original tea utensils. Popular gifts include specially made Matcha sweets that use
plenty of the finest quality of Matcha tea.

➡A wide variety of
teas, including Matcha,
Gyokuro, Sencha,
Hojicha and Genmaicha, is available at the
Nishinotoin shop.

⬆Please appreciate the fine taste of high-quality Uji Matcha.

⬆At Marukyu Koyamaen’s head office, circa 1924.

もとあん

丸久小山園 西洞院店・茶房「元庵」
Marukyu Koyamaen Nishinotoin Shop /
Motoan Tea House
京都市中京区西洞院通御池下ル
Nishinotoin-dori, Oike-sagaru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
TEL: 075-223-0909 OPEN: 9:30 to 18:00
(Shop), 10:30 to 17:00 (Tea House)
(Closed Wed. Open on national holidays.)
Access: 15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
https://www.marukyu-koyamaen.co.jp/english/motoan.html
ジェイアール京都伊勢丹店
地下1階 老舗名店の味売場
JR Kyoto Isetan Dept. Store Shop
B1 Famous Established Shops Section
OPEN: 10:00 to 20:00
⬆Stone mills are used to make Matcha green tea powder.

⬆Marukyu Koyamaen’s Makishima
Factory in Uji. (Tours are available.)

⬆Marukyu Koyamaen’s factory at its
head office.
➡Built in a renovated Kyoto-style machiya house:
a stylish fusion of tradition and innovation.
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京都髙島屋店 地下1階 和菓子売場
Kyoto Takashimaya Dept. Store Shop
B1 Japanese sweets section
OPEN: 10:00 to 20:00

MAP ❽

Google MAP

MAP ❾

Google MAP

MAP ❿

Google MAP

林万昌堂

甘栗

Sweet

Hayashi Manshodo chestnuts

老舗

SINCE

1874

Using a traditional method to make freshly-roasted
sweet chestnuts for over 140 years.
At the intersection of Kyoto’s ever-bustling Shijo-dori street and the
Shinkyogoku Shopping Arcade stands Hayashi Manshodo, opened
under the shop name of “Kuwaiya Buhei” in 1874. During the Taisho
era, the shop’s sweet chestnuts (known as “Amaguri”) were enjoyed as
souvenirs by patrons of the theater in the Shinkyogoku area. Ever
since, it has been loved by the people of Kyoto as well as tourists as
Kyoto’s number one sweet chestnuts specialty shop.
Hayashi Manshodo only uses “Kahoku Riitsu” chestnuts from
China’s Hebei Province. Kahoku Riitsu are packed with nutrition,
with the nut itself being strong and sweet. The thin layer of astringent
skin between the hard shell and the inner nut is easy to remove
making them perfect for sweet chestnuts. The shop’s owner travels to
China to carefully select the highest quality Kahoku Riitsu chestnuts.
These chestnuts, together with small stones, are placed in a large
roaster, and taking into consideration the hardness of the chestnuts
and the climate, the roasting temperature and time are meticulously
adjusted, and roasted for about one hour. The small stones used are
resilient river stones that transmit and retain heat well, and as they are
tough, never fragment during roasting and allow the chestnuts to be
roasted to perfection. As the shell of the chestnut roasts, the sugars
begin to caramelize, giving off a sweet aroma that drifts around the
front of the shop, drawing in passersby.
Sweet chestnuts are at their most delicious when freshly roasted.
Since opening the shop, Hayashi Manshodo only sells the chestnuts
that are roasted on that day. They are roasted using an original
technique that gives them just the right amount of texture and a
refined sweetness that becomes more flavorful the more one chews.

⬆As they roast, the chestnuts and small stones circulate inside the roaster that
has been used for over 80 years. The craftsman always maintains the condition
of the chestnuts, adjusting the heat and occasionally stirring to ensure the
chestnuts are roasted evenly.
➡Manshoyaki,
1 bag ¥360.
These senbei rice
crackers with the
aroma of
chestnuts and
white sesame
seeds have an
irresistible taste
that will have you
reaching into the
bag again and
again.

⬆The most popular “sweet chestnuts in a bag” comes in 2 sizes; a regular size and a
special large size that is 1.5 times bigger. Regular 200g bag, from ¥800. Specially Selected Large Sweet Chestnuts 200g bag, from ¥860.

四条本店：京都市下京区四条通寺町東入ル御旅宮本町3
Shijo Main Shop: 3 Otabimiyamoto-cho, Shijo-dori,
Teramachi Higashi-iru, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
TEL: 075-221-0258 OPEN: 10:00 to 20:00
Access: 12 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
ジェイアール京都伊勢丹店
（地下1階）
JR Kyoto Isetan Shop
（B1）
OPEN: 10:00 to 20:00
Access: Right next to
Kyoto Station

⬆The appearance of the shop has not changed since the Showa period
(1926-1989). The stained glass sign hung from the ceiling is still in use.

大丸京都店
（地下1階）
Daimaru Kyoto Shop
（B1）
OPEN: 10:00 to 20:00
Access: 13 min. from
Kyoto Station by taxi

MAP ⓬

MAP ⓫

Google MAP

Google MAP

MAP ⓭

Google MAP

⬆The main shop is located near
the Shijo Kawaramachi intersection.

URL: http://www.hayashi-mansyodo.jp/en/
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上林春松本店

Kanbayashi Shunsho
Honten 日本茶 Japanese tea

老舗
15581569

CIRCA

Delicious to the last drop, high-quality tea with a rich
flavor appreciated even by rulers of Japan.
Although there are many tea-producing areas around Japan, Uji,
in the southern part of Kyoto Prefecture, is a specially protected area
because Uji tea’s taste was liked by rulers of Japan. Up to this day, Uji
continues to provide high quality tea to all of Japan and abroad.
Kanbayashi Shunsho Honten is a five-minute walk from JR Uji
Station, and has continued in Uji for fourteen generations. The
shop’s ancestor was a member of a group called “Gomotsu Ochashi”,
who were “ochashi” (tea masters) of high standing, involved with
the production and distribution of Uji tea. The Uji Kanbayashi
Kinenkan Memorial Hall is next door, where you can learn about
the history of the Kanbayashi family and Uji tea, as well as see exhibits such as documents written by military leader Toyotomi Hideyoshi in the 16th century. Please observe the Nagayamon gate that
used to act as the storefront of the tea shop. The shop is arranged
with an elegant garden, and inside is a display of various teas sold
including matcha, gyokuro, sencha and karigane. One section of the
store offers matcha green tea and sweets, so you can enjoy the
unique deep flavor of matcha to your heart’s content. Japanese tea is
made with a Japanese teapot called a “kyusu”. Using the right
amount of tea leaves and hot water and having the right temperature
of hot water, will bring out the delicious taste of the tea. In order to
have as many people as possible drink delicious tea, Hidetoshi
Kanbayashi has started giving video lectures on how to make tea
aimed at foreigners. Please take a look at these easy-to-understand
videos so you can make delicious tea with any tea you buy as gifts.

⬆Hidetoshi Kanbayashi of Kanbayashi Shunsho Honten looks at the color of
the tea leaves and creates flavors of teas with rich aromas. He offers online
video lectures on how to make tea using a Japanese kyusu teapot.

MAP ⓮
上林春松本店 Kanbayashi Shunsho Honten

宇治市宇治妙楽38番地
38 Uji Myoraku, Uji-shi, Kyoto Prefecture

Google MAP

TEL: 0774-22-2509 OPEN: 9:00 to sunset
Access: 20–30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
⬆From left: Babamukashi matcha 40g, ¥4,000; Zuigyoku
gyokuro 100g, ¥3,000; Tsurezure sencha 100g, ¥1,200;
Shirataka karigane 100g, ¥1,000. *All prices exclude tax.
⬇Hidetoshi Kanbayashi checks the quality of the tea delivered from tea farmers in
a special inspection room known as the “Haikenba”, where only natural light is used,
and is where the flavors are created.

高島屋京都店 地下１階 味百選売場
Kyoto Takashimaya Dept. Store Shop
B1 Ajihyakusen Section
OPEN: 10:00 to 20:00

MAP ⓯

Google MAP

MAP ⓰

ジェイアール京都伊勢丹店
地下1階 老舗名店の味売場
JR Kyoto Isetan Dept. Store Shop
B1 Famous Established Shops Section
OPEN: 10:00 to 20:00
URL: https://www.shunsho.co.jp

Google MAP

Enjoy Kyusu Time!
Use the QR code link for videos of enjoying tea
made with a Japanese tea pot called a kyusu,
together with people from all over the world.
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⬅The Nagayamon gate
still remains and is
where the Uji
Kanbayashi Kinenkan
Memorial Hall is housed,
next to the retail shop.

田丸弥

Tamaruya

京都のおせんべい

Japanese wheat
flour crackers

老舗
Edo
period
SINCE

Tamaruya’s motto of “Confections are their maker” is
cherished in spirit.

Tamaruya’s origin is said to have been in Kyoto’s Tamba region
with an inn called Tamaruya Yahei, where travelers were welcomed
with confectionery. From the Meiji period, the store came to rest at
its present location and made confectionery the family business.
The current owner is the 17th generation owner.
“Osen” is Kyoto dialect for senbei, a lightly baked cracker made
with wheat flour. “Shirakawaji” is Tamaruya’s main and most
famous product, with sesame seeds added to the dough. The
manufacturing method, as handed down by the Buddhist monk
Kukai (Kobo Daishi, in the year 804), is faithfully observed to this
day, as each one is hand made.
Tamaruya’s motto of “Confections are their maker”, that each
confection is a unique expression of the one who made it, is held in
the same spirit as the saying “Chazen Ichimi” (Tea and Zen are
one). The path of confectionery making is the same as human
development, and it continues to deliver sincere hand-made
flavors.
Along with “Shirakawaji”, filling the mouth with its aromatic
sesame, “Miso Hangetsu”, miso-flavored in the shape of a crescent,
and “Kibunegiku”, made with eggs and the finest peanuts, their
delicious confections are simple yet refined, making the best use of
their natural ingredients.
That their long-loved products are still presented in the shop as
they were in the past is also distinctive of Tamaruya. The nostalgic
charm of Kyoto still remains.

⬅Baked
carefully and
evenly by the
intuition of a
skilled baker.

⬇The full two-story building of the main shop was built
about 90 years ago. It still has the elegance of old Kyoto
machiya townhouses.

⬆”Shirakawaji” 12 packets, ¥1,000. The raised karakusa (arabesque) pattern
represents the Shirakawa river in the east of Kyoto, and the golden and black
sesame seeds are grains of sand.

➡As you go
through the shop
curtain of the
main shop, there
is the “showing
room” with
products on
display in the
style of Kyoto
from the past.

田丸弥 Tamaruya
本店:京都市北区紫竹東高縄町５
Main Shop: 5 Shichiku-Higashi-Takanawa-cho, Kita-ku, Kyoto
TEL: 075-491-7371 OPEN: 8:30 to 17:30 (Closed Sun. & national holidays)
Access: 30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi, located near Kitaoji Station,
Subway Karasuma Line
堀川店：京都市上京区堀川寺之内下ル東側
Horikawa Shop: East and south side of Horikawa and Teranouchi-dori
street intersection
TEL: 075-414-1531 OPEN: 9:00 to 17:30 (Closed Thu.)
•"Shirakawaji" can also be bought at “O tabi Kyoto” (East of Shijo and
Teramachi-dori street intersection).

URL: http://www.geisya.or.jp/~tamaruya/

MAP ⓱

Google MAP

MAP ⓲

Google MAP
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老舗

いづう

Izuu

SINCE

京寿司

Kyoto sushi

1781

Feel the Kyoto sense of beauty in the saba-zushi
(mackerel sushi) from this sushi restaurant with over 230
years of history.
Izuu, a five-minute walk in the direction of Yasaka-jinja Shrine
from Keihan Railway’s Gion-Shijo Station, was established in 1781
in Gion, one of Japan’s top geisha districts. Saba-zushi (mackerel
sushi) was a dish that was often prepared in Kyoto households for
occasions like festivals, until the first generation owner, Izumiya
Uhei, became the first to elevate it to a professional level. It grew
popular among the sophisticated, such as wealthy merchants, who
visited the Gion district.
The combination of fatty chub mackerel from the seas around
Japan, Goshu rice from Shiga Prefecture, and the thick konbu kelp
from Hokkaido wrapped around the whole sushi, produces an
exceptionally delicious taste. As time passes, the kelp enhances the
flavor so you can enjoy a different deliciousness to sushi made fresh,
and is one of the reasons it has remained a long-time favorite. It is a
popular gift, with some visitors choosing the take-out version to eat
back at their hotel. The excellent take-out packaging has a wrapping
paper depicting the famous “Miho no Matsubara” scenic view of
Mount Fuji, with an additional woodblock-printed cover featuring
Kyoto’s four seasons.
The restaurant’s 230 years of history in Gion can be felt in every
corner. A price list from long ago hangs above on the wall, and the
architectural design by a master craftsman is worth seeing.
Although the most popular dish is the saba-sugata-zushi (whole
mackerel sushi), there are plenty of other items on the menu. Highly
recommended is the “Kyo chirashi-zushi” (a dish of assorted ingredients scattered over sushi rice), which is garnished with astonishingly fine shredded omelet and as beautifully decorated as a work of
fine art. Please visit to the restaurant to taste its freshly-made
goodness.

⬆Particular attention is paid to how beautiful the saba-sugata-zushi (whole
mackerel sushi) looks, as it is often delivered to Gion teahouses where geisha play
parlor games, and to kabuki actors at the Minamiza Theater.

⬆Kyoto Sushi Assortment for takeout, ¥3,550. This set includes Izuu’s most
classic sushi types such as saba-sugata-zushi, futomaki (thick rolled sushi) and
hakozushi (sushi pressed in a box). “Kyo chirashi-zushi” is also available as a
takeout menu item.

⬆A 100-year-old photo displayed in the restaurant. Women wearing
kappogi (traditional Japanese aprons) over their kimonos are shown
making sushi.

⬆The wrapping paper with motifs of Kyoto's four seasons changes 6 times a
year. They depict scenes such as the Gion Festival, precious to the people of
Gion, and the Daimonji Bonfire during the Obon season.

Izuu

⬆Feel the history of 230 years in
the appearance of the restaurant,
which blends in with the refined
Gion atmosphere.
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⬆The whole restaurant has table-and-chair
seating. Everything is carefully made down to
the smallest details, like the use of a water
wheel as a table.

京都市東山区八坂新地清本町367
367 Kiyomoto-cho, Yasaka Shinchi,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
TEL: 075-561-0751
OPEN: 11:00 to 22:00 (Until 21:00 on Sun. & national
holidays) (Closed Tue. (open if holiday or festival day))
Access: 15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
@izuu̲sushi

URL: http://izuu.jp/

MAP ⓳

Google MAP

モリタ屋

Moritaya

すき焼き・しゃぶしゃぶ・ステーキ

Sukiyaki, shabu-shabu
and steak

老舗

SINCE

1869

Try wagyu sukiyaki at Kyoto’s first ever beef specialty
shop, celebrating its 150th anniversary in 2019.
Moritaya had its start in 1869 when the founder, Unosuke Morita,
set up a farm in the Saga area and began selling beef and milk.
Sukiyaki also grew popular at around this time, and it is said that
Kyoto, full of enterprising spirit, was where it spread most quickly.
Moritaya was Kyoto’s first ever beef specialty shop. With close to 150
years of history, it continues to offer the finest beef, to the extent that
“beef ” is synonymous with “Moritaya”.
That uncompromising devotion to quality is based on an
integrated business. Moritaya has a special farm in Kyotamba with
its clean water and air, where it raises excellent Kuroge Wagyu
(Japanese black beef) cattle with love and passion. They are
renowned as the world’s top brand, and their meat has spectacular
genetic characteristics such as marbling, coloring and tenderness.
The elaborate interspersing of flavorful fat in the red meat gives it a
fine marbled appearance while also giving it a mellow taste. This
flavor and tenderness is Kuroge Wagyu’s biggest appeal and is
second to none.
As Moritaya does everything from raising cattle, production,
supervision, sales and supplies, it can bring out the tenderness and
flavor of the wagyu beef to the maximum. It can also take advantage
of the experience gained in raising cattle to determine the quality of
the meat and fat, and procures Kuroge Wagyu cattle from all over
the country.
Each slice of beef, whether eaten as sukiyaki, shabu-shabu or
grilled with olive oil, has a mellow flavor and melts in the mouth. It
is a flavor full of tradition that has remained unchanged since
Moritaya’s founding, and has charmed many customers over the
years. Aside from the main restaurant which faces Shijo Street, there
is the JR Kyoto Isetan shop with its view of Kyoto Tower and the city,
and the Kiyamachi shop where you can enjoy the riverside dining in
the summer. Each has its own different atmosphere, so you can
choose a restaurant to suit various occasions.
⬅Top: The Kiyamachi
shop lies on Kiyamachidori Street, and has a
view of the Kamo River.
Bottom: The Counter
Steakhouse’s chefs grill
special Wagyu beef
steaks, seasonal
seafood and vegetables,
served across the
counter. The exterior is
styled after a Kyoto
machiya townhouse,
with a beautiful and
elegant interior. This
intimate and secluded
restaurant has seating
for 9 people.

⬆Above: Sukiyaki set. ⬇Below: Shabu-shabu set. Special courses for either:
Daytime ¥7,500, evening ¥7,800. Includes: plate of 5 appetizers, meat (daytime
130g/evening 150g), vegetables, rice, akadashi miso soup, pickles and dessert.
There are various sukiyaki sets to enjoy, from ¥3,800 (daytime) and ¥4,300
(evening), with the content depending on the course. *Sukiyaki sets include egg.

モリタ屋 Moritaya
四条猪熊本店：京都市中京区猪熊通四条上る錦猪熊町521番地2F
Moritaya Shijo Inokuma Main Shop: 2F, 521 Nishikiinokuma-cho, Inokuma-dori, Shijo-agaru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
TEL: 075-842-0298
OPEN: 11:30 to 22:00 (Closed weekdays from 15:30 to 17:00),
Sat, Sun & national holidays 11:30 to 22:00 (Sat until 23:00)
Access: 10 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
JR京都伊勢丹店：ジェイアール京都伊勢丹11階イートパラダイス内
Moritaya JR Kyoto Isetan Shop: 11F Eat Paradise,
JR Kyoto Isetan
TEL: 075-365-7788 OPEN: 11:00 to 22:00
Access: Right next to Kyoto Station
木屋町店：京都市中京区木屋町通三条上る上大阪町531
Moritaya Kiyamachi Shop: 531 Kami-osaka-cho,
Kiyamachi-dori, Sanjo-agaru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
TEL: 075-231-5118 OPEN: 11:30 to 23:00 (Closed weekdays
from 15:30 to 17:00), Sat, Sun & national holidays 11:30 to 23:00
Access: 15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

MAP ⓴

Google MAP

MAP

Google MAP

MAP

Google MAP

Counter Steakhouse
モリタ屋木屋町店 鉄板焼 離 Moritaya Kiyamachi Shop Teppanyaki Hanare (annex)
TEL: Toll-free 0120-77-0298 OPEN: 17:00 to 22:00 (L.O. 21:30)
⬆The main shop is located very
near to the Shijo Omiya intersection. Wagyu beef and vegetables
are on sale on the first floor.

⬆The Kiyamachi shop is at the
back of a long, stone-paved alleyway, and has a typical Kyoto appearance.

URL: http://www.moritaya-net.com
*Other branches include Tokyo Marunouchi shop (TEL: 03-5220-0029), Tokyo Ginza Mitsukoshi shop (TEL: 03-6263-0129), Osaka “LUCUA 1100” shop (TEL: 06-6341-1029).
*Prices exclude tax. A 10% service charge will be added to your bill.
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萬亀楼

Mankamerou

有職料理・竹籠弁当

Yusoku imperial
court cuisine and
takekago bento boxes

老舗

SINCE

1722

Mankamerou’s style of Yusoku imperial court cuisine
has been handed down for almost 300 years.
In 1722, the founder established a sake brewery under the name of
Yorozuya, but by 1780, it was impossible to obtain rice due to the
Tenmei Famine. Later becoming a teahouse that served food, the
name was changed to Mankamerou, as it has remained until the
present.
Mankamerou officially continues the “Ikama” style of Yusoku
cuisine, and serves the customers elegant and beautiful food that
includes these traditional skills, while also making adjustments to
ingredients and the like to bring them into the modern age.
Based on the Yusoku imperial court cuisine eaten at seasonal
banquets during Kyoto's thousand year history as the capital, and with
elements from other cuisines, Mankamerou serves original dishes
using the ingredients available on the day.
“Shikibouchou”, the rite of the ceremonial carving knife, dates back
to the Heian period, and performed before formal banquets in the
Imperial Palace. The master of the ritual, dressed in an eboshi hat and
hunting robes, holds a special pair of chopsticks in his left hand and a
long sword-like carving knife in his right, and never touching the
food with his hands, slices fish or fowl on a large chopping board with
a set number of strokes, into a shape representing auspiciousness.
This shape changes depending on the banquet or the type of fish,
but there is a certain manner and form to be followed in which it is
said that the grace and dignity of the practitioner can be seen through
the knife skills. It is a secret tradition passed on from parent to child.
“Shikibouchou” has several schools, but in Kyoto, only the “Ikama”
style of the Mankamerou restaurant survives.

⬆The “Shikibouchou” rite of the ceremonial carving knife, from ¥80,000. (Reservation
required.) Pictured above is an example of part of the ritual performed at events, and
not part of the actual ritual performed at the restaurant. (This image is for illustrative
purposes only.)

⬆Spring Yusoku cuisine displayed on a shimadai table. Yusoku Cuisine
Course from ¥30,000. Kyoto Kaiseki Course, daytime from ¥10,000, nighttime
from ¥18,000. (All prices exclude tax.)

⬆Takekago bento lunch box, where Yusoku and Kyoto cuisine are arranged in
the style of tenshin (dim sum), and served for lunch. ¥6,500.

萬亀楼 Mankamerou
まん
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⬅The exterior of
Mankamerou.

かめ

ろう

京都市上京区猪熊通出水上ル蛭子町387
387 Ebisu-cho, Inokuma-dori, Demizu-agaru,
Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto
TEL: 075-441-5020 FAX:075-451-8271
OPEN: 12:00 to 21:30 (Last entry 19:00)
Closed Wed (subject to change)
Access: 20 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
URL: http://www.mankamerou.com
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大徳寺一久

Daitokuji
Ikkyu

老舗
the
1400s
SINCE

大徳寺精進料理・大徳寺納豆

Daitokuji Buddhist cuisine and
Daitokuji natto

A restaurant offering "shojin ryori", the Buddhist cuisine
eaten by Zen priests during ceremonies, a recipe it has
protected for over five hundred years.
Daitokuji Temple, roughly two and a half kilometers northwest of
Kyoto Imperial Palace, was founded in 1315. In the middle ages, it was
notable for being recognized by rulers and intellectuals as one of the
“Kyoto Gozan”, the five important temples of the Rinzai sect in Kyoto,
and even today, impressive buildings still stand in the vast temple
grounds. Near the temple gate is Daitokuji Ikkyu, a restaurant that
offers the traditional Buddhist cuisine of Daitokuji Temple to visitors
and tourists. From the 1470s, its ancestor served as a chef to one of the
temple’s sub-temples, and since then, for over five hundred years, it
has been a family line responsible for the restaurant’s cuisine. The
“Ikkyu” name is said to have been given by Zen master Ikkyu.
Using vermilion-lacquered tableware, the “shojin ryori” is prepared
in accordance with Buddhist teachings, and also has connections to
the cha-kaiseki cuisine of the tea ceremony. No animal products such
as meat or fish are used. The only ingredients are natural ones, including seasonal leaf or root vegetables, tofu or yuba (tofu skin) and
namafu (wheat gluten). It is made completely with vegetables, using
stock made only with kombu kelp, and making the most of the five
flavors; spicy, sweet, salty, sour and bitter. It is safe for vegans to enjoy.
A section of the restaurant is dedicated to Daitokuji natto
(fermented soybeans). Handed down by Zen master Ikkyu, they are
made with a recipe from China which has lasted for over five hundred
years. After a fermentation and drying process, the final natto beans
are completely black, and have a characteristic taste with a distinct
saltiness. Daitokuji natto are popular as a unique natural food. Going
well with both coffee and Japanese tea, and often used in cooking,
they are recommended as gifts.

⬆The Daitokuji Temple Shojin Ryori Honzen Set is presented on vermilionlacquered tableware. You can enjoy cuisine such as Daitokuji fu (wheat gluten),
gisei-dofu (tofu) and ikada-gobo (raft-shaped burdock). In order to satisfy the
pampered tastes of feudal lords, considerable time and effort was placed in the
cooking of the meal. ¥8,470.
➡The Daitokuji
Shojin Ryori
Fuchidakamori
Lunch Box is a
course for a casual
appreciation of this
traditional cuisine,
and is arranged in
rectangular
Shunkei-nuri
lacquerware that
makes you feel
Japanese culture.
¥4,840.
➡Inside the restaurant hang signboards that certify it as a purveyor
to Daitokuji Temple.

大徳寺一久
商標登録
大徳寺一久 Daitokuji Ikkyu

⬆You can enjoy your meal in a tatami mat Japanese room with a tokonoma alcove and shoji sliding doors. Japanese alcoves are decorated with
hanging scrolls and an arrangement of seasonal flowers.
⬅Daitokuji
natto have a
pleasant
aftertaste; the
characteristic
flavor expands
from eating
just a single
bean. Well
suited as an
accompaniment to
drinking
alcohol, they
are available in
a variety of
package sizes.
From ¥500.

京都市北区紫野大徳寺下門前町20
20 Daitokuji-shimomonzen-cho,
Murasakino, Kita-ku, Kyoto
TEL: 075-493-0019
OPEN: Shop 9:00 to 18:00, Restaurant 12:00 to
18:00 (last entry) (No regular holidays)
Reservations required for Buddhist cuisine
Access: 30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

URL: http://www.daitokuji-ikkyu.jp/
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老舗

京料理 玉家

Tamaya

京料理

SINCE

Kyoto cuisine

1615

A renowned Kyoto cuisine restaurant founded 400 years
ago, located in front of Fushimi Inari-taisha Shrine.
Facing out onto the Fushimi-kaido road in front of Fushimi
Inari-taisha Shrine and near the large gate at the front approach,
Tamaya has long been the designated inn for the shrine and is
blessed with the grace of Inari, the god of rice, sake and prosperity.
The founder of Tamaya was a vassal of the feudal lord Toyotomi
Hideyoshi, and as a reward for his distinguished service, was
bestowed with this property. The second generation owner opened
a teahouse. Since receiving the name of “Tatebajaya” (rest station
teahouse) in 1615, it has to this day welcomed visitors to Fushimi
Inari-taisha Shrine for some 400 years. In the Edo period, it was
known for being the teahouse patronized by the feudal lords of each
province who came to pray at the shrine on their way to Kyoto. Over
the years, it has undergone several modifications and refurnishings.
In 2012, the old restaurant building was completely renovated, and
while it continues to be an example of Japanese architecture that is
full of atmosphere, it has opened a new chapter in its history.
Tamaya offers authentic Kyoto cuisine, and you can enjoy the
delicate flavors of a Kyoto kaiseki course dinner that takes advantage of seasonal ingredients, or its famous “Daimyou Bento” (feudal
lord lunch set). Please drop by on your visit to Fushimi Inari-taisha
Shrine.

⬆The photo shows Tamaya's famous "Daimyou Bento" lunch set, ¥5,700, with
its three-layer stacked boxes, and the kaiseki cuisine course, starting from
¥8,500 (Prices include tax. Service charge is extra.). The menu contents
change depending on the seasons.

⬅The katoumado
bell-shaped window was
transferred from the old
building.

京料理

TAMAYA

京料理 玉家 Tamaya

⬅In the Edo period, these
signs were distributed to
inns by various organizations to notify their
members that where they
were staying was safe and
reliable. Tamaya has kept
many of these old signs to
this day.

⬅Chaired seating is
available in a Japanese
tatami mat room.

➡A building where you
can appreciate Japanese architecture.
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京都府京都市伏見区深草稲荷御前町73
73 Fukakusa Inari Onmae-cho,
Fushimi-ku, Kyoto
TEL: 075-641-0103
OPEN: 12:00 to 18:30
(reservations 11:30 to 18:30)
Access: 15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
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Recommended Kyoto
Museums and Galleries
Kyoto, famous for its 1,200 years of history that began with the city
called Heian-kyo which remained Japan’s capital until the Edo period,
can be said to be Japan’s greatest city of culture. Today, there are
numerous museums to inform us of Kyoto’s history and culture. Here
is a selection of recommended museums and galleries in Kyoto. Some
museums have original goods and souvenirs, as well as cafés within the
facilities. Besides Kyoto’s shrines and temples, please take time to enjoy
exploring its museums and galleries!

See the websites for details about exhibitions

宇治・上林記念館
Uji Kanbayashi Kinenkan Memorial Hall
Founded 450 years ago, the Uji Kanbayashi Kinenkan
Memorial Hall exhibits items such as tools related to
the production of tea, handed down through generations of the Kanbayashi Shunsho family.
In order to display historical documents about the Kanbayashi
Shunsho family to the public, the Uji Kanbayashi Kinenkan Memorial Hall was established, making use of the only Nagayamon
Gate of an ochashi Uji tea master to remain to this day. Items on
display include Luzon pots that were used to transport tea to the
Imperial Palace and houses of the shogunate government and
feudal lords, as well as letters from Toyotomi Hideyoshi.

⬆Many valuable items are on exhibit, including documents and utensils from Toyotomi Hideyoshi and Sen no Rikyu, antique Luzon pots, tea production tools and a
kago sedan chair used in the annual procession to deliver tea from Uji to Edo (Tokyo)
known as the “Ochatsubodochu”.

⬅A seated statue of
Kanbayashi
Chikuan.

宇治・上林記念館 Uji Kanbayashi Kinenkan Memorial Hall
宇治市宇治妙楽38番地
38 Uji Myoraku, Uji-shi, Kyoto Prefecture

MAP

TEL: 0774-22-2513 OPEN: 10:00 to 16:00
(Closed Fri / Aug 13–16, Dec 30–Jan 5) Entrance fee: ¥200
Access: 20–30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

URL: http://www.big.or.jp/~teapot/member/kanbayashi/index.html

Google MAP

⬆The Uji Kanbayashi Kinenkan Memorial Hall is a tea museum that utilizes the
Nagayamon gate of the Kanbayashi Shunsho family home.
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Ryukoku Museum of Buddhism & Buddhist Culture
The Ryukoku Museum of Buddhism & Buddhist Culture exhibits a wide variety of cultural artifacts centered around Buddhism,
taking into consideration the birth of Buddhism in India, the spread of Buddhism into Asia and the development of Buddhism in Japan.
Series Exhibitions trace the birth and spread of Buddhism. The exhibitions aim to deepen the visitor's understanding of Buddhist philosophies and related history and culture through the fundamentals of Ryukoku University research achievements and exhibits of
actual artifacts, and through various other methods. In addition, there are Special and Planned Exhibits held a few times a year where
research project results in various fields from both the university and from outside projects are disclosed.

Bezeklik Cave Temples Restoration Exhibit

Entrance

Courtyard

Currently running until November 17, 2019
Special Exhibition 秋季特別展「日本の素朴絵−ゆるい、かわいい、たのしい美術−」

Sobuku-e: Japanese Innocent Paintings through the Ages
Jan 9 –Feb 9 / Feb 22–Mar 22, 2020
Series Exhibition 6 シリーズ展６「仏教の思想と文化−インドから日本へ−」

Thought and Culture of Buddhism –from India to Japan– 6
Born in India, Buddhism made its way to Japan using the northern and southern routes via China and the Korean peninsula. From the life of
Guatama Buddha, the roots of Buddhism, and the teaching of Buddhism in various areas, to the spread and history of Buddhism in Japan, the
museum introduces Buddhism in an easy to understand manner using various methods based on a foundation of exhibiting actual artifacts.

龍谷ミュージアム

Ryukoku Museum of Buddhism & Buddhist Culture

京都市下京区堀川通正面下る［西本願寺前］[ in front of Nishi Hongwanji Temple ] Horikawa-dori, Shomen-Sagaru, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
TEL:075-351-2500 FAX:075-351-2577 OPEN: 10:00 to 17:00 (Admission until 16:30)
Closed Mon (open if Mon is a national holiday, then the following day is closed)
Series Exhibitions: General, ¥500 / Seniors (65 years old and above) and University students, ¥400 / High school students, ¥300.
12 min. walk from “Kyoto” Station, JR / Kintetsu / Subway Karasuma Lines, 10 min. walk from “Gojo” Station, Subway Karasuma Line,
2 min. walk from “Nishi Hongwanji-mae” Bus Stop, Kyoto City Bus Routes 9, 28 and 75.
Admission fees are as of October 2019. For more details, please visit the museum website.
URL: https://museum.ryukoku.ac.jp/
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Takeuchi Fine Art
This is the place to come to buy contemporary fine art that attracts worldwide attention, with works of art by
Yayoi Kusama, Yoshitomo Nara and Takashi Murakami.
At the center of Kyoto, conveniently located near Kyoto Shiyakusho-mae (Kyoto City Hall) Subway Station and opposite the south side
of Kyoto Hotel Okura, is Takeuchi Fine Arts, an establishment that has been in business for about 20 years. Dealing in art by worldfamous modern artists, it is one of the few shops in Kyoto with an impressive selection of modern fine art, and receives visits from many
foreign fans.
The owner, Takashi Takeuchi, is a Kyoto art dealer with a keen eye for beauty, and selects artists based on global demand. Japanese
artists include Yayoi Kusama, Yoshitomo Nara and Takashi Murakami, and the shop has already started handling the works of rising
artist Tomoo Gokita. Mr. Takeuchi has remarked that one of the enjoyments of fine art is having it close to you and being able to admire
it every day. Owning it, and living with it for a long time, is sure to make you feel a new sensation or discover something new about the
work. The shop deals not only in contemporary artists' works, but also in oil and Nihonga (Japanese-style) paintings, old calligraphy
and pottery by artists of the past. Contemporary art, mostly from the 1960s and later, and oriental antique art are often displayed
together in the shop's compact gallery.
As well as being the owner of the arts shop, Mr. Takeuchi is a sponsor of Kyoto National Museum as a museum partner, and was a
member of the management committee for ICOM (International Council of Museums) KYOTO 2019, which was held in September.
Please consider spending some time with works of art that can enrich your life, at a specialist shop deeply versed in art.

⬆A seated wooden Bodhisattva statue dating from the end of the Heian (794–1185) to the start of the Kamakura (1185–1333) period (height 39cm x width 29.2cm x depth 23.4cm, including
base), and “Untitled” (2009) by Ayako ROKKAKU, acrylic on canvas, 100x100cm. The shop attracts serious buyers of excellent contemporary artwork, and is open to discuss everything from
buying and selling fine art.

Featured Artists
草間彌生
奈良美智
村上隆
五木田智央
ロッカクアヤコ
名和晃平
須田剋太

Yayoi Kusama
Yoshitomo Nara
Takashi Murakami
Tomoo Gokita
Ayako Rokkaku
Kouhei Nawa
Kokuta Suda

篠原有司男
白髪一雄
菅井汲
田中田鶴子
堂本尚郎
ジュリアン・オピー
スティック

Ushio Shinohara
Kazuo Shiraga
Kumi Sugai
Tazuko Tanaka
Hisao Domoto
Julian Opie
STIK

竹内美術店 Takeuchi Fine Art
京都市中京区河原町御池東入南側下丸屋町412-3 真和ビル１F (京都ホテルオークラ南向かい)
1F Shinwa Bldg., 412-3 Shimomaruya-cho, Kawaramachi Oike Higashi-iru, Minami-gawa, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
(Opposite south side of Kyoto Hotel Okura)

⬆Looking out onto a main street, the shop window displays works by popular artists.

MAP

TEL: 075-211-0809 OPEN: 11:00 to 17:30
15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
For inquiries, please contact: support@takeuchi-art.com

URL: https://takeuchiart.wpcomstaging.com

Google MAP
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16 Museums and Galleries
you must visit in Kyoto!
The National Museum of Modern Art, Kyoto

Kyoto National Museum

26-1 Okazaki Enshoji-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto,

527 Chaya-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

京都国立近代美術館

TEL: 075-761-4111
http://www.momak.go.jp/

Google MAP

TEL: 075-525-2473

https://www.kyohaku.go.jp/

Ryukoku Museum of Buddhism & Buddhist Culture

Raku Museum

[ in front of Nishi Hongwanji Temple ]
Horikawa-dori, Shomen-Sagaru, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

87-1 Aburahashizume-cho, Aburanokoji-dori, Ichijosagaru, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto

龍谷大学 龍谷ミュージアム

TEL: 075-351-2500

https://museum.ryukoku.ac.jp/

Google MAP

Google MAP

樂美術館

TEL: 075-414-0304

https://www.raku-yaki.or.jp/

Google MAP

Saga Arashiyama Museum of Arts & Culture

Kaleidoscope Museum of Kyoto, Anekoji Hall

11 Sagatenryuji-Susukinobabacho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

706-3 Dongeinmae-cho, Aneyakoji-dori, Higashinotoindori Higashi-iru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

嵯峨嵐山文華館

TEL: 075-882-1111
http://www.samac.jp/

Google MAP

京都万華鏡ミュージアム 姉小路館

TEL: 075-254-7902
http://k-kaleido.org/

Kiyomizu Sannenzaka Museum

Kodaiji Sho Museum

337-1 Kiyomizu-sanchome, Sanneizaka kita-iru,
Kiyomizudera-monzen, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

2F Kyo Rakuichi "Nene", 530 Kodaiji Shimokawara-cho,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

清水三年坂美術館

TEL: 075-532-4270

http://www.sannenzaka-museum.co.jp

Google MAP

TEL: 075-561-1414

http://www.kodaiji.com/museum/

The Museum of Furuta Oribe

Uji Kanbayashi Kinenkan Memorial Hall

B1, 107-2 Kamigamo Sakurai-cho, Kita-ku, Kyoto
(Opposite Kyoto Botanical Gardens)

38 Uji Myoraku, Uji-shi, Kyoto Prefecture

TEL: 075-707-1800

http://www.furutaoribe-museum.com

Google MAP

TEL: 0774-22-2513

http://www.big.or.jp/~teapot/member/kanbayashi/index.html

Mitsuishi-seki

43-1 Ominaeshi-Yawata, Yawata-shi, Kyoto Prefecture

133-10 Shimoseizoguchi-cho, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto
(Northwest corner of intersection of Ogawa- and
Kamigoryomae-dori streets)

八幡市 松花堂庭園・美術館

https://www.yawata-bunka.jp/syokado/

Google MAP

TEL: 075-417-0009

http://cha-miyashita.com/miyashita.html

Takeuchi Fine Art

388-1 Motomachi, Furumonzen-dori, Yamato-oji
Higashi-iru, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

1F Shinwa Bldg., 412-3 Shimomaruya-cho, Kawaramachi
Oike Higashi-iru, Minami-gawa, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
(Opposite south side of Kyoto Hotel Okura)

中西松豊軒

http://www.kyoto-nakanishi.com/en/

Google MAP

TEL: 075-211-0809

https://takeuchiart.wpcomstaging.com

Eirakuya Hosotsuji Ihee Shoten
Machiya Tenugui Gallery

33 Shogoin Rengezo-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto

368 Ennogyoja-cho, Muromachi-dori, Sanjo-agaru,
Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

京都徳力版画館

http://www.kyoto-matsukyu.jp/

Google MAP

竹内美術店

Kyoto Tokuriki Hangakan
Woodblock Prints Museum
TEL: 075-761-0374

Google MAP

三石席

Nakanishi Shohoken

TEL: 075-551-8000

Google MAP

宇治・上林記念館

Shokado Garden Art Museum

TEL: 075-981-0010

Google MAP

高台寺掌美術館

古田織部美術館
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京都国立博物館

Google MAP

永楽屋細辻伊兵衛商店町家手拭ギャラリー

Google MAP

TEL: 075-256-7881
http://eirakuya.jp/

Google MAP

Want to experience
Kyoto’s amazing

traditional arts & crafts?
As one of the world's historical cities, Kyoto has plenty of traditional
arts and crafts workshops. They are the result of many years spent polishing skills and techniques. Many foreign tourists take part in traditional craft workshops, favorably received as a chance to personally experience the Japanese sense of beauty. One temple offers the chance to
experience Zen and the tea ceremony, which have caught the interest of
famous entrepreneurs and creators from all over the globe. As it is even
possible to see how the recently increasingly popular Matcha tea is
made, you can see with your own eyes how that beautiful green is created.
You are sure to be amazed by Kyoto’s culture experience workshops.
Why not rent a kimono and take a leisurely stroll down the streets of
Kyoto? The majority of participants come from abroad, so these activities are designed to be enjoyed by foreign visitors.

将大鍛刀場

Masahiro Tantoujou Sword Forge

Private short sword and knife making experience
Tradi Inc Email: guestsupport@tradi-jp.com

Reservation site

Google MAP

TEL: 050-5243-7502 https://tradi-jp.com/

Cancellation policy: No cancellations, plan changes or refunds 7 days before the reserved date.
Please arrive 10 minutes before start time. To participate, you must be over 10 years old. Payments
must all be settled in advance by credit card.

<Meeting and forge location>

京都府亀岡市本梅町西加舎石敷32-1
32-1 Ishishiki, Nishikaya, Honme-cho, Kameoka-shi, Kyoto Prefecture

TEL: 0771-56-8502 25 min. from Kameoka Station or 50 min. from Kyoto Station by car

In the relaxed surroundings of the suburbs of Kyoto, learn the technique and
culture of sword forging from Yuya Nakanishi, a certified professional swordsmith
- the only one left in Kyoto Prefecture.
After looking at the Japanese swords he owns and learning how to appreciate
their value, you will forge a knife for everyday use. Repeatedly heating and hammering, you make a blade with the preferred shape made of strong and tough
metal. Several courses are available depending on the schedule (half day/one day).
You will no doubt be amazed
at the sophisticated process
of making blades and the
beauty of the finished work.
*Although these are private
lessons, there may be times
where you will be learning with
other people, depending on the
number of participants.
Material:
Tamahagane/Forged hard and
soft iron
Reservations:
Send email to Tradi Inc
Fee: ¥38,000–¥59,000
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京都木村家宝飾細工本店 水と油

Kyoto Kimuraya Jewelry Main Shop mizu+abura
Traditional Japanese “Kumihimo” braids with jewelry.
The shapes that forms the Kano Musubi knot resemble the Japanese character for Kano (叶),
which has the wonderful meaning of “making a dream or wish come true”, and is well-known
as the knot used on shrine amulet bags.

Google MAP

京都市中京区三条通り烏丸西入ル御倉町 70 / 70 Mikura-cho, Sanjo-dori Karasuma-nishi-iru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

TEL: 075-279-0333 OPEN: 10:30 to 19:00 Closed Tue E-mail：info@mizutoabura.kyoto http://www.mizutoabura.kyoto

Experience the traditional Japanese Kumihimo technique of braiding a “Kano Musubi” knot. You can enjoy craftmaking while drinking tea as a
souvenir of your trip! Choose any color of braid and stones, and make a charm for your bag or other accessories. Under bright lights made of famous
Shigaraki-yaki pottery, our cheerful staff will carefully teach you the skills (Time: 30 minutes). The shop also sells Kumihimo jewelry at reasonable
prices. Our giant artistic wall that uses over 70m of kumihimo braids can also be an Instagram spot! Please feel free to come and have a look.

May your wishes come true

Time: Approx. 30 mins
Fee: ¥3,000 (excl. tax) per person
(includes workshop & tea)
Start times: 11:00–11:30,
14:00–18:00
Please call for reservations!
TEL.075-279-0333
For use as bag accessories or on keychains .

mizu+abura’s original Kumihimo braid and
silver accessories are also available for sale

*All prices exclude tax.

Kumihimo Bracelet Single from ¥12,000

Kumihimo Bracelet Single
from ¥12,000

Sankuzushi Ring
from ¥12,500, ¥17,800
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Ajiro
Big Bangle
from ¥12,000
each

Kano Musubi Necklace ¥6,800

Tsuchime Ring ¥10,000

Kano Kumihimo Ring ¥300
Kano Kumihimo Bracelet ¥500
Kano Musubi Ring ¥5,000

漆芸舎 平安堂
Kyoto Lacquer Art Workshop Heiando

おちゃのこさいさい

Located in front of Daitokuji Temple’s east gate,
workshops for repairs using gold powder (Kintsugi).

Shichimi is a hot spice that Japan prides itself on.
Make your own original blend!

One Day Experience: history and
demonstration of Kintsugi

Ochanokosaisai

Shichimi (seven flavor chili
pepper) is a seasoning unique to
Japan made with the main ingredient of cayenne pepper and six
other spices. In Japanese cuisine, it
is sprinkled on udon or soba
noodles, but also goes well with
other dishes such as pastas and
soups, changing the taste to one
with a sharp bite.

Learn about the history of Urushi ( Japanese
natural lacquer), and watch a short demonstration
of Kintsugi.
Fee: ¥15,000 / Days: Mon, Tue, Thu, Fri and Sat
Times: 10:00–12:00, 13:00–15:00, 16:00–18:00

By the end of the workshop, you will repair a small item with gold lacquer
to take home as a souvenir, but as the gold usually takes a day to set, you would
normally return at another time for pickup. If that is difficult, please discuss
an arrangement with Heiando.
Reservations by email by 18:00 the day before or by telephone on the day.
All prices exclude tax.

Custom blend of
shichimi

Regular Kintsugi Workshop

(10g) ¥540. *¥648 in a can.
Look forward to how it tastes!

Restore cracked and chipped ceramics, glasses and porcelains with Urushi
and create a new appearance with gold powder.
Days: Fri and Sat / Times: 10:00–11:30, 13:00–14:30, 15:00–16:30
Registration Fee: ¥15,000
Monthly Tuition Fee: ¥16,500* (3 sessions)

*You can also make your own original
blend at the Nishiki Food Market
branch.

*Includes the cost of materials.
*Gold powder, platinum and gold leaf require additional charges.
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京都市北区紫野門前町14 大徳寺東門前
Daitokuji Higashimon-mae, 14 Murasakino
Monzen-cho, Kita-ku, Kyoto

TEL: 075-334-5012
OPEN: 10:00 to 18:00 (Closed Wed.)
Email: info@urushi-artisan.jp
https://shitsugeisya.jimdo.com/

おちゃのこさいさい産寧坂本店
Ochanokosaisai Sannenzaka Main Shop
京都市東山区清水三丁目316-4
316-4 Kiyomizu 3 Chome, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

MAP

Freedial: 0120-831-314
OPEN: 9:00 to 18:00
Google MAP
もとあん

丸久小山園 西洞院店・茶房「元庵」

http://www.ochanokosaisai.com

Google MAP

丸久小山園 槙島工場

Marukyu Koyamaen

Marukyu Koyamaen

Learn how to prepare Matcha tea

Tour the Matcha Factory in Uji, Mon - Fri,
online reservation required 4 days in advance

Nishinotoin Shop/Motoan Tea House
1 hour course:
10:00 to 11:00
From 2 to 4 people
Weekdays only
Please send an
email to make a
reservation.
Email address:
info@marukyukoyamaen.co.jp
¥1,500 per person
(sweet included).

京都市中京区西洞院通御池下ル
Nishinotoin-dori, Oike-sagaru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

MAP

TEL: 075-223-0909 (Japanese only)
OPEN: 9:30 to 18:00 (Shop), 10:30 to 17:00 (Tea House)
(Closed Wed. Open on national holidays.)
Booking email: englishinfo@marukyu-koyamaen.co.jp
https://www.marukyu-koyamaen.co.jp/english/motoan.html

Google MAP

Makishima Matcha Factory Tour

Start times: 10:00, 13:30, 15:00
Tour length: about 90 minutes
For min. 2 to max. 40 people
Admission: ¥500, with a ¥500
yen coupon off in-store purchases
on the day. (Free for children
under 15.)
Watch an introductory video,
view the Matcha processing facilities, visit a tea tasting room, visit a
traditional tea house, and learn
how to prepare and enjoy Matcha.
After the tour, you can visit the
shop with many varieties of fresh
Ujicha teas such as Matcha and
Hojicha, along with Matcha
sweets, perfect for souvenirs.
京都府宇治市槙島町中川原172-4
174-2 Nakagawara, Makishima-cho, Uji-shi, Kyoto Prefecture

TEL 0774-20-0909 (Japanese only)
(Closed Sat., Sun. and national holidays.)
Reservation Required: Minimum 4 days in advance
Tour Languages: Japanese/English/Chinese (Mandarin)

MAP

Booking Website:
https://www.marukyu-koyamaen.co.jp/english/factory.html Google MAP
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キモノアートワークショップ

鏡屋

Kimono Art Workshop Kyo-ya

Experience making kimono pattern postcards.
Choose a Japanese kimono
pattern that you like, and paint
it while looking at the sample.
The finished picture postcard
will be put in a frame on the
spot and you can take it home.
Why not make an original
postcard as a souvenir of your
Kyoto trip?
After spending over 40 years
designing kimono patterns, the
owner started a workshop to
teach people the wonders of
kimono design.

ゆめみる夢

Yumemiruyume

An elegant Maiko experience
in Kyoto’s Gion district.
Maiko Experience
Quick Maiko Plan

¥6,500

1 photo (127x178mm) / 10 min. walk /
Quick (normal) make-up

Yume Plan

¥10,000

Yumemiru Plan

¥13,000

Couples Plan

¥18,000

2 photos (127x178mm) / 10 min. walk /
Authentic Maiko make-up
4 photos (127x178mm) / 1 photo booth sticker /
50 min. walk / Authentic Maiko make-up
6 photos (127x178mm) / 1 photo booth sticker /
50 min. walk / Authentic Maiko make-up

Gion Sightseeing
¥16,000
Walk Plan

From Gion Shinbashi to Kenninji Temple
(includes entrance fee) / Accompanied by staff /
Walk time 60 mins / Includes travel fare by taxi

Rental Kimonos

Ladies Kimono Plan ¥4,000
Couples Kimono Plan ¥8,500

Time: 120 minutes
Reservations by email by 8:00 on the day.
Fee: ¥3,000 per person (cash only, fee
includes frame).

You can choose the kimono and obi sash
pattern of your liking. Hairstyling is an
extra option.
*All prices exclude tax.

MAP
京都府京都市東山区上馬町525
525 Kamiumamachi, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

京都市東山区大和大路四条下る東入小松町555
555 Komatsu-cho, Yamato-oji,
Shijo-sagaru higashi-iru, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

TEL: 075-561-0417 Mobile: 090-1963-8650
Email: kyosuke33@gmail.com
https://kojimax1977.wixsite.com/kimono-art-workshop Google MAP

TEL 075-541-7069
OPEN: 9:00 to 17:30 (last entry)
http://www.yumemiruyume.com

京都インバン

Kyoto Inban

A workshop for making kanji stamps.
Get to know the fun of stamps, the profoundness
of kanji characters and experience making stamps
at Kyoto Inban, an long-standing shop established
in 1912.
Select your favorite kanji from the kanji list and copy it. Once you
have written it, you can select your favorite stamp material. Engrave it
with a specialized machine. The seal is then stamped on Japanese
paper and placed in a frame. Please take home your original work as a
souvenir.
Fee: From ¥3,000
(incl. tax)
Duration: 60 minutes
Times: ①11:00–
②13:00–
③15:00–
④17:00–

京都市中京区新町通四条上ル小結棚町443番地
443 Komusubidana-cho, Shinmachi-dori, Shijo-agaru,
Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

TEL: 075-221-5601 (Japanese only)
OPEN: Mon‒Fri 9:00 to 18:00
Closed Sat, Sun and national holidays
http://www.inban.co.jp/workshop/
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MAP

Google MAP

Stamps are on sale on the first floor.

MAP

Google MAP

あかね屋
Traditional Crafts Experience AKANEYA

大起水産 寿司セミナー

Try your hand at making
historically traditional Kyoto crafts!
Make your own original items!

Learn how to make your very own sushi
from a real sushi chef.
Enjoy eating fresh sushi after the lesson.

Daiki Suisan Sushi SEMINAR

A certificate and an original gift are provided upon completion.
Workshops devised by a traditional Kiyomizu-yaki potter include painting
Kiyomizu-yaki pottery and Kyoto-style fans, and making natural stone prayer
beads. For small children, there are also pictures of animals available for them
to paint.
One person: ¥1,080–2,340(¥1,200–2,600 incl. tax) Max. 45 people
Ceramic bells, glass wind chimes, and prayer beads can be taken home the same day.
Times: 9:00–20:00 Duration: Approx. 60 minutes
京都市下京区烏丸通七条下ル東塩小路町721-1 京都タワーサンド2F
2F Kyoto Tower Sando, 721-1 Higashi-shiokoji-cho,
Karasuma-dori Shichijo-sagaru, Shimogyo-Ku, Kyoto

MAP

TEL 075-744-1570
OPEN: 9:00 to 21:00 (Last entry 20:00)
https://www.kyoto-tower-sando.jp/en/shop/index/154
http://akaneya-kyoto.jp/
Google MAP

七條甘春堂 和菓子体験教室

Nigiri-zushi 8-Piece Course: ¥2,000 (¥2,200 incl. tax)
Nigiri-zushi 10-Piece Course: ¥2,500 (¥2,750 incl. tax)
Nigiri-zushi 12-Piece Course: ¥3,000 (¥3,300 incl. tax)
Reservations: By 21:00 the previous day; max. 24 people
Times: ①10:00– ②12:00– ③14:00– ④16:30–
Duration: Approx. 90 minutes
*Same-day reservations depend on reservation status.
京都市下京区烏丸通七条下ル東塩小路町721-1 京都タワーサンド2F
2F Kyoto Tower Sando, 721-1 Higashi-shiokoji-cho,
Karasuma-dori Shichijo-sagaru, Shimogyo-Ku, Kyoto

MAP

TEL 075-746-2119
OPEN: 9:00 to 21:00
https://www.kyoto-tower-sando.jp/en/shop/index/152
Google MAP
http://www.daiki-suisan.co.jp/english/

七條甘春堂 干菓子体験教室

Shichi

Shichi

Hand-made seasonal Japanese confectionery
since 1865.

Experience dry sweets in Kyoto!

7jyo-kansyundo
Wagashi Taiken Kyoshitsu

7jyo-kansyundo
Higashi Taiken Kyoshitsu

Experience making the seasonal delicacy “Jounamagashi” at this Kyoto-style
confectionery shop. You can make five pieces, one of which you can enjoy onsite
along with powdered green tea. You can take the other four home with you.
Kyoto-style confectionery
making experience: ¥2,500
(¥2,750 incl. tax) You will
make four pieces of
“Jounamagashi” (three
varieties, one has 2 pieces)
and one “Higashi” (dry
sweet).
Reservations: By 12:00 the
previous day; max. 42 people
Times: ①10:00– ②13:00–
③15:00– ④17:00–
Duration: Approx. 90
minutes

Feel a sense of tradition while making cute “uchimono” pressed dry sweets.
You can choose a shape you like from various wooden molds. Start your experience right away with no reservations necessary. Create a unique Kyoto souvenir
to commemorate your visit.
Wasanbon (Japanese sugar) dry
sweets making experience:
¥1,150(¥1,265 incl. tax). You
will make around 12 pieces.
For up to 6 people
Times: 10:00–19:00
Duration: Approx. 30 minutes
*Choose the molds and colors you like.
*You can take your sweets home in a
special box wrapped with chiyogami
patterned paper.

*Same-day reservations depend
on reservation status.
京都市下京区烏丸通七条下ル東塩小路町721-1 京都タワーサンド2F
2F Kyoto Tower Sando, 721-1 Higashi-shiokoji-cho,
Karasuma-dori Shichijo-sagaru, Shimogyo-Ku, Kyoto

MAP

TEL 075-371-0801
OPEN: 9:00 to 21:00
https://www.kyoto-tower-sando.jp/en/shop/index/151
http://www.7jyo-kansyundo.co.jp/
Google MAP

京都市下京区烏丸通七条下ル東塩小路町721-1 京都タワーサンド2F
2F Kyoto Tower Sando, 721-1 Higashi-shiokoji-cho,
Karasuma-dori Shichijo-sagaru, Shimogyo-Ku, Kyoto

MAP

TEL 075-371-0801
OPEN: 9:00 to 21:00
https://www.kyoto-tower-sando.jp/en/shop/index/166
http://www.7jyo-kansyundo.co.jp/
Google MAP
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食品サンプル専門店 でざいんぽけっと

Fake Food Samples Store

Design Pocket

Just like the real thing!
Make mouth-watering food samples.

京裳庵

Kyoshoan

Experience traditional Japanese clothing
in an elegant Japanese house!
Only a 3-min. walk from Nishiki market,
no reservations are needed, so feel free to drop by.
Japanese Clothing Experience
Fee: ¥2,000
You can try on traditional bridal kimonos
still worn nowadays over your clothes and take
souvenir photos with your own camera.
(Indoors only.)

Rental
Kimono
Plan

Experience creating your very own food models. Make a special gift for
someone. Individuals, tour groups, and other groups are welcome.
For special orders, create your favorite dishes. Over 300 types of food models
are available for sale as well.

Fee: from ¥3,000
Includes kimono, obi sash, geta shoes, bag and
dressing accessories. (You may also go outdoors.)

Powdered tea parfait: ¥2,980 per person (incl. tax)
Kaiten-zushi two-piece set: ¥3,480 per person (incl. tax)
For 1 to max. 40 people Target Age Group: 3-year-olds and up
(children must be accompanied by a guardian)
Times: 9:00–20:00 Duration: Approx. 45–60 minutes

【Optional Extras】

Hair decoration/embroidered collar/short
coat/shawl ¥500 each
Hairstyling (For reservations made before 17:00
the previous day) ¥1,500

*Same-day reservations depend on reservation status.
京都市下京区烏丸通七条下ル東塩小路町721-1 京都タワーサンド2F
2F Kyoto Tower Sando, 721-1 Higashi-shiokoji-cho,
Karasuma-dori Shichijo-sagaru, Shimogyo-Ku, Kyoto

MAP

TEL 075-354-1123
OPEN: 9:00 to 21:00 (L.O. 20:00)
https://www.kyoto-tower-sando.jp/en/shop/index/155
https://www.designpocket.kyoto/
Google MAP

鷲峰山高台寺

京都市中京区東洞院通り錦小路上ル元竹田町638
638 Mototakeda-cho, Higashinotoin-dori,
Nishikikoji-agaru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

TEL: 075-251-1500
OPEN: 10:00 to 18:00
http://www.kyoshoan.com

Kodai-ji Zen Temple

Japanese Cultural Experiences (For group tours)

10 or more participants (advance reservations required)
*Some reservations are declined due to temple events.
*All explanations are in Japanese. We do not arrange for translators.

Zazen Program
(Meditation)

Sado Program
(Tea Ceremony)

Zazen is a form of mental training. Once participants understand how to do Zazen, they can
incorporate it into their daily
lives.

Sado is a formalized way of making tea to welcome guests. Participants are served Matcha green tea
that has been prepared in front of
them by a procedure called “Temae”
(tea making).

Contents: Instruction on how to
do Zazen, Zazen meditation and
a tour of Kodai-ji Temple
grounds
Fee: Adults ¥1,500,
Children (under 18) ¥1,000.
Time: approx. 1 hour

Contents: Instruction about green
tea, watching “Temae”, having
sweets and Matcha tea, and a tour
of Kodai-ji Temple grounds
Fee: ¥3,000 per person
Time: approx. 1 hour

MAP
京都市東山区高台寺下河原町526
526 Kodai-ji Shimokawara-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

TEL: 075-561-9966

http://www.kodaiji.com
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Google MAP

WORLD CULTURAL HERITAGE SITES AND
POPULAR TOURIST SPOTS
西本願寺 Nishi Hongwanji Temple

A

金閣寺 Kinkakuji Temple

B

醍醐寺 Daigoji Temple

仁和寺 Ninnaji Temple

C

D

2075‐371‐5181

2０７５‐４６１‐００１３

2０７５‐４６１‐１１５５

2０７５‐５７１‐０００２

5 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

40 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

40 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

下鴨神社
Shimogamo-jinja Shrine

西芳寺（苔寺）
Saihoji Temple (Kokedera Temple)

龍安寺 Ryoanji Temple

http://www.hongwanji.or.jp/

https://www.shokoku-ji.jp/kinkakuji/

上賀茂神社
Kamigamo-jinja Shrine

E

F

G

2０７５‐７８１‐００１１

2０７５‐７８１‐００１０

40 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

https://www.kamigamojinja.jp/

I

2０７５‐４６３‐２２１６

2０７５‐３９１‐３６３１

40 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

http://saihoji-kokedera.com/

銀閣寺 Ginkakuji Temple

J

H

30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

https://www.shimogamo-jinja.or.jp/

天龍寺 Tenryuji Temple

https://www.daigoji.or.jp/

http://www.ninnaji.jp/

http://www.ryoanji.jp/

東寺 Toji Temple

K

二条城 Nijo-jo Castle

L

2０７５‐８８１‐１２３５

2０７５‐７７１‐５７２５

2０７５‐６９１‐３３２５

2０７５‐８４１‐００９６

30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

35 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

5 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

http://www.tenryuji.com/

https://www.shokoku-ji.jp/ginkakuji/

平等院 Byodo-in Temple

M

清水寺 Kiyomizudera Temple

N

2０７７４‐２１‐２８６１

45 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

O

2０７５‐５５１‐１２３４

https://www.kiyomizudera.or.jp/

宇治上神社 Ujigami-jinja Shrine

八坂神社 Yasaka-jinja Shrine

R

嵯峨野 竹林の道
Sagano Chikurin-no-michi

U

A beautiful scenic spot with a
magical bamboo forest path that
goes on for 300m.
30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

高山寺 Kosanji Temple

P

2０７５‐８６１‐４２０４

50 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

60 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

https://www.hieizan.or.jp/

高台寺 Kodai-ji Temple

S

https://kosanji.com/

野宮神社 Nonomiya-jinja Shrine

T

2075-561-9966

2075-561-6155

2０７７４‐２１‐４６３４

15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

45 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

比叡山延暦寺
Hieizan Enryakuji Temple

http://nijo-jocastle.city.kyoto.lg.jp/

2０７７‐５７８‐０００１

15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

https://www.byodoin.or.jp/

Q

https://toji.or.jp/

30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

http://www.nonomiya.com/

https://www.kodaiji.com/

http://www.yasaka-jinja.or.jp
三十三間堂 Sanjusangendo Temple

大徳寺 Daitokuji Temple

V

W

伏見稲荷大社
Fushimi Inari-taisha Shrine

X

2０７5‐561-0467

2０７5‐491-0019

2０７5‐641-7331

10 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

http://www.sanjusangendo.jp/ http://www.rinnou.net/cont_03/07daitoku/

http://inari.jp/

*Taxi times from Kyoto Station are approximate, as they may vary due to traffic conditions.
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KYOTO EVENT CALENDAR
Festivals and Cultural Events
JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

1
3
4
8‒12
21
25
2‒4
8
25
1
3
22
30
2nd Sun
2nd Sun
21‒29
29
1‒4
1‒5
3
5
15
Full moon
1
1/2
5/6
10
30

New Year Celebrations
［All Kyoto shrines］
Karuta-hajime-shiki
［Yasaka-jinja Shrine］
Kemari-hajime
［Shimogamo-jinja Shrine］
Hatsu-ebisu Ceremony
［Ebisu-jinja Shrine］
JUL
Hatsu-kobo Flea Market ［Toji Temple］
Hatsu-tenjin Market
［Kitano Tenmangu Shrine］
Setsubun Festival
［Yoshida-jinja Shrine］
Needle Memorial Service ［Kokuzo Horinji Temple］
Plum Blossom Festival
［Kitano Tenmangu Shrine］
AUG
Hina-matsuri Doll Festival ［Hokyoji Temple］
Nagashi-bina Doll Floating［Shimogamo-jinja Shrine］
Senbon Shaka Nenbutsu Prayers［Senbon Shakado (Daihoonji Temple)］
［Zuishin-in Temple］
Hanezu-odori Dance
SEP
Ho-Taiko Hanami Gyoretsu［Daigoji Temple］
［Imamiya-jinja Shrine］
Yasurai Festival
［Mibudera Temple］
Mibu Kyogen Play
OCT
［Jonangu Shrine］
Kyokusui-no-utage
［Senbon Enmado Temple］
Enmado Kyogen Play
［Fujinomori-jinja Shrine］
Fujinomori Festival
［Shimogamo-jinja Shrine］
Yabusame-shinji
Kurabe-uma Horse Racing ［Kamigamo-jinja Shrine］
NOV
［Kami/Shimogamo-jinja Shrines］
Aoi Festival
Uesaku Full Moon Festival ［Kuramadera Temple］
［Kifune-jinja Shrine］
Kifune Festival
［Heian-jingu Shrine］
Kyoto Takigi Noh Play
［Agata-jinja Shrine］
Agata Festival
DEC
［Fushimi Inari-taisha Shrine］
Rice Planting Festival
［All Kyoto shrines］
Summer Puriﬁcation

Kifune Water Festival
［Kifune-jinja Shrine］
Pottery Memorial Service ［Senbon Shakado Temple］
Gion Yoiyama Main Parade Events ［Various Yamahoko-machi］
Gion Festival (Main) Parade ［Kyoto City Center］
Gion Yoiyama Second Parade Events ［Various Yamahoko-machi］
Gion Festival (Second) Parade ［Kyoto City Center］
5 day period
before & after Mitarashi Festival
［Shimogamo-jinja Shrine］
Doyo no Ushi no Hi
31(night) Sennichi-mairi Ceremony ［Atago-jinja Shrine］
7‒10
Gojozaka Pottery Festival ［Along Gojo-dori Street］
16
Daimonji Gozan-okuribi Bonﬁre
23/24
Sento-kuyo Memorial Service ［Adashino Nenbutsuji Temple］
7
［Matsuo-taisha Shrine］
Hassaku Festival
4th Mon Kushi (Comb) Festival
［Yasui Konpiragu Shrine］
30
Kangetsu-no-yube Moon Viewing ［Daikakuji Temple］
1‒5
［Kitano Tenmangu Shrine］
Zuiki Festival
11‒13
Autumn Mibu Kyogen Play ［Mibudera Temple］
20
［Nonomiya-jinja Shrine］
Saigu Procession
22
［Heian-jingu Shrine］
Jidai Festival
3
［Jonangu Shrine］
Kyokusui-no-utage
8
［Gion Shirakawa River］
Kanikakuni Festival
13‒18
Ikenobo Autumn Tanabata Exhibition ［Takashimaya Kyoto Dept. Store］
15‒18
Ikenobo Autumn Tanabata Exhibition ［Ikenobo Headquarters］
2nd Sun Arashiyama Momiji Festival［Arashiyama Hoshokai］
30〜12/26 Kichirei Kaomise Kogyo（Kabuki）
21
Shimai-kobo Flea Market ［Toji Temple］
［Kitano Tenmangu Shrine］
25
Shimai-tenjin Market
［Yasaka-jinja Shrine］
31
Okera-mairi Ceremony
7
9‒12
14‒16
17
21‒23
24

＊Event dates may change due to unforseen circumstances.

Kemarihajime
Jan 4

Yasurai
Festival
Apr 4

Aoi
Festival
May 15

Arashiyama
Momiji
Festival
2nd Sun
of Nov

Setsubun
Festival
Feb 2–4

Kyokusui-noutage
Apr 29
&
Nov 3

Jidai
Festival
Oct 22

Okeramairi
Ceremony
Dec 31

Late March~April

Best Times and Places for Cherry Blossom Viewing
Late
Kiyomizudera Temple, Hirano-jinja Shrine,
March〜 Daigoji Temple, Chion-in Temple, Nanzenji
Early
Temple, Heian-jingu Shrine, Maruyama Park,
April
Tofukuji Temple, Shojiji Temple, Daikakuji
Temple, Hirosawa-no-ike and Osawa-no-ike
Ponds, Jonangu Shrine

Tetsugaku-no-michi

Kuramadera Temple

Mid
April

Kamigamo-jinja Shrine, Tetsugaku-no-michi,
Yase, Shinnyodo Temple, Yamashina Canal,
Arashiyama, Sagano, Yoshiminedera Temple,
Kinzoji Temple, Oharano-jinja Shrine, Jingoji
Temple, Kozanji Temple, Kiyotaki, Sanzen-in
Temple, Joshokoji Temple

Late
April

Kinkakuji Temple, Shimyo-in Temple, Byodoin Temple, Ninnaji Temple, Kuramadera
Temple, Bujoji Temple

Late October~November

Best Times and Places for Autumn Leaves Viewing
Late
Oct

Nison-in Temple, Sanzen-in Temple,
Kurama Temple, Kifune Temple, Bujoji
Temple, Toji-in Temple

Early Nijo Castle, Ginkakuji Temple, Kinzoji
Nov Temple, Yoshiminedera Temple, Tofukuji
Temple, Manshu-in Temple, Joshokoji
Temple, Kanshuji Temple
Mid
Nov

Nanzenji Temple, Jonangu Shrine, Ninnaji
Temple, Kiyomizudera Temple, Arashiyama,
Sagano, Shojiji Temple, Byodo-in Temple,
Entsuji Temple, Koetsuji Temple, Kozanji
Temple, Jingoji Temple, Shisendo Temple,
Sekizanzen-in Temple, Jakko-in Temple,
Joruriji Temple, Kiyotaki

Late
Nov

Eikando Temple, Zuishin-in Temple,
Anrakuji Temple, Sekihoji Temple

Nanzenji Temple

Eikando Temple
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CENTRAL KYOTO AREA AND ARASHIYAMA AREA MAP
Shrine

卍 Temple

Arashiyama Area
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W here would you like to go?
For moving around Kyoto, use Foreign Friendly TAXI!
Foreign Friendly TAXI is Japan’s first certified taxi system for foreign tourists. Certified drivers have
received training in hospitality and foreign languages. These drivers have special driver IDs or wear
special armbands as they drive to the requested destination at no extra charge. Certified vehicles have
specialized indicator lamps and are marked with magnetic plates and stickers. Payment can also be
made with credit cards or IC transportation cards.

Magnetic plate

Sticker

Indicator lamp

VISA x Foreign Friendly TAXI sticker *

Using Foreign Friendly TAXI at Kyoto Station
MAP

JR Kyoto Station KARASUMA GATE
Foreign Friendly TAXI stand (East side)

JR Kyoto Station HACHIJO GATE
Foreign Friendly TAXI stand (East side)

MAP

Operating hours: 8:00 to 23:00

Operating hours: 24 hours a day

Using Foreign Friendly TAXI in Kyoto city
When calling for a taxi, Foreign Friendly TAXI can be specified
from the “Japan Taxi” smartphone application, which can be
installed using the QR code (see far right). The customer indicates
their current location and their desired destination, and selects the
Foreign Friendly TAXI logo (see right). A notification is sent out
to all Foreign Friendly TAXIs and the nearest one will pick up the
customer.

JR Kyoto Station
JAPAN’S
FIRST EVER!

⬅QR code
download
link to the
“Japan
Taxi” app.

Foreign
Friendly
TAXI logo

Foreign Friendly TAXI Stand Guide

KARASUMA GATE Map MAP

HACHIJO GATE Map MAP

Operating hours: 8:00 to 23:00
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⬅JR Central
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Hotel Granvia Kyoto

JR Ticket Shinkansen
Hachijo
Oﬃce
Ticket Gate

ASTY ROAD Dining Area

Bus Stop

Taxi Stand

Hachijo St.
Mielparque Kyoto➡

N

Muromachi St.

京都市産業観光局観光MICE推進室

Taxi Stand

Taxi Stand

Bus Ticket
Center

Foreign Friendly
TAXI stand

Walkway

Kyoto City
Industry and Tourism Bureau
Tourism and MICE
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Shiokoji St.

Karasuma St.

Kyoto
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Operating hours: 24 hours a day
N

Bus Stop
*Only station wagons and UD
(Universal Design) cars are
available at Hachijo Gate

The skill of the artisan breathes new life

Kintsugi

金継ぎ

Japanese culture, now receiving worldwide attention, was born from the harmony between nature and human skill.
“Shitsugei”, or traditional Japanese lacquer art, was born from the climate of Japan, and was a technique that grew for
the sake of the people living there. Japanese culture has been nurtured by combinations of natural ingredients.
We strive to keep these traditional techniques close to us by incorporating this culture in our daily lives.
“Kintsugi” (joining with gold) is an ancient traditional technique of restoring cracks and chips in pottery with “urushi”
(Japanese lacquer). Ceramics are made from mountain soil, a natural material, and similarly, the restoration process
uses urushi collected from natural trees. With the addition of ingredients such as gold powder, a new beauty is born.
This is the spirit of Japan that has preserved nature and culture.
It is the fusion of “the spirit of protecting and passing things on” and “the traditional technique of restoring things”
that creates the “world of kintsugi”.
Each piece involves from 6 to 10 steps of manual work that can take several months to finish with great care. The
kintsugi workshop will make a schedule based
around your stay in Japan. Fees will change
accordingly, so please inquire if
you are interested.

Japanese lacquer “Urushi” artisan

清川 廣樹 Kiyokawa Hiroki

Hiroki Kiyokawa has been involved with the
restoration of cultural properties from shrines
and temples for over 40 years. With those skills
and making good use of natural ingredients
found close by, he makes restorations on buildings, Buddhist statues, lacquerware, antique furniture and old artworks, all with ancient traditional Japanese methods.

漆芸舎 平安堂
Kyoto Lacquer Art Workshop Heiando
京都市北区紫野門前町14

14 Murasakino Monzen-cho, Kita-ku, Kyoto

Heiando offers Kintsugi
experience workshops.
Please see page 29 for
more details.

TEL: 075-334-5012 OPEN: 10:00 to 18:00 (Closed Wed.)
Access: 30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

MAP

We accept repair orders from overseas. International shipping is available.
Please feel free to email for more details: info@urushi-artisan.jp
Visit the website for details about Kintsugi workshops (reservations required) !
URL: https://shitsugeisya.jimdo.com/
http://www.facebook.com/shitsugeisya

@kyoto_heiando

Google MAP
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Nice souvenir for loved ones.

Large, square-shaped cloth

These were used in days of old...

MAP
242 Gionmachi Kitagawa,
Shijo-dori Yamatooji-higashiiru,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

Google MAP

